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SeaBelievers
CGI

52 x 11‘

4–8

HD

Animation

The first eco-tainment show ever – inspiring kids in a fun und entertaining way to be aware and to take action
for our oceans – because they can!
Every SeaBelievers story starts with a challenge to the planet – because humans are wonderful, but they sometimes make some
pretty lame-brained choices about the ocean. So, when the ocean is in trouble, Amelia, a human girl, is there to take a deep dive
to save it. But since she cannot save the oceans alone, luckily, she has got a team of awesome underwater superheroes: the
SEABELIEVERS! These positive beings with their distinct seaweed hair, seashell nose, sea-colored eyes and webbed hands and feet,
problem-solve and act around key environmental issues. Each SeaBeliever carries a Magic Sand Dollar which ignites his or her
unique superpower – fueled by their self-belief!
Click here for trailers

Studio 100

6
Produced by Brien Arone, Production companies Baboon Animation (USA), Telegael (Ireland) and AnCartoon (China)
Production years: 2020–2021
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FriendZSpace
CGI

52 x 11‘

5–9

HD

Over-the-top, sweet, irreverent, silly, aspirational – and more than a little nuts! But always revealing the rewarding joy of
discovering new unique friends in the most unlikely of places.
FRIENDZSPACE features best pals, Alice, Kim, and Leo. On the outside they seem like regular kids living regular kid lives. But
strip away their regular kid facades and you will find three risk taking, no holds barred, deep space friend makers! When not
sweating homework, doing chores, making sparkle slime, cleaning the kitty litter box, or playing with action figures in the
back yard, the three are full-tilt, adventure-craving deep space explorers. Each episode we’ll follow Alice, Kim, and Leo as
the three jet into the heavens in their powerful and unpredictable star cruiser, the Dart. The kid crew is accompanied by
BotDog, half puppy / half high-tech Swiss army knife. Together they will locate friend-able alien kids and introduce
themselves. They will usually end up in trouble or embroiled in the complexities of their alien hosts’ lives, but in the end, they
always make new besties. The kids’ mission: travel across the vastness of space, locate intelligent kids — in all their gooey,
bouncy, bumpy, hairy, scaly, buggy, sticky splendor — and make friends with them.
Produced by T+B Media Global, Flying Bark Productions
Production years: 2020-2022

Back to Index

Animation
Studio 100
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100% Wolf – Legend of the Moonstone
CGI

26 x 22‘

6 – 10

HD

Adapted from Australian best-selling children’s books, 100% Wolf is a hilarious and dramatic concept about a boy trying to find
his way in a difficult world – in which he is an outsider…
Freddy Lupin, heir to a proud family line of werewolves, was in shock when on his 13th birthday his first “warfing” went awry, turning
him into a ferocious… poodle. Enrolled in the mysterious Howlington Academy, Freddy is going to try to prove that despite his
appearance, he still has the heart of a werewolf!
So what if he’s a pink poodle? Freddy Lupin knows he’s got what it takes to win a place in the elite Night Patrol. All he’s got to do is
graduate, prove he can do anything the other wolves can... and keep his pink fluffy butt out of trouble. But Freddy’s off to a rough
start when he makes an enemy of schoolmate Ivan Beowolf, a boy from a powerful, rival werewolf family. If that wasn’t enough,
someone has stolen the sacred moonstone and is unleashing increasingly weird and dangerous animal hybrids on the town!
Click here for trailers
Produced by Flying Bark Productions in association with ABC Australia, SUPER RTL Germany as commissioning broadcasters, and Studio 56
Production years: 2019-2020

Back to Index

Mia and me
CGI/Live Action

104 x 23'

5 – 10

HD

Season 1: 26 x 23'
Season 2: 26 x 23'
Season 3: 26 x 23'
Season 4: 26 x 23'
A unique hybrid of live action and CGI animation, full of mystical creatures and daring adventures.

Animation

“Mia and me” is an award-winning series that chronicles the adventures of Mia in the mystical world of Centopia and the
real world. Plunged into a fantastic fairy tale turned real, Mia must find the strength within herself to save a race of unicorns –
and an entire world. When travelling to the fantastic world of Centopia, she turns into a beautiful elf and has the magic
ability to communciate with the unicorns. Together with her Elven friends she protects the unicorns and defends Centopia
against evil enemies.
Click here for trailers

9
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Produced by Hahn & m4e Productions
Production years: 2012, 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021

Back to Index

Animation

Arthur and the Minimoys
– The Series
CGI

26 x 24'

5–9

HD

Luc Besson’s Arthur is back in this new
CGI series based on the hugely
successful movie saga!

10
Studio 100

Arthur is a bright, ingenious 10-year-old
who spends every vacation at his
beloved grandmother’s house. Her
garden is home to a world that is
invisible to the human eye. The world
of the Minimoys! Arthur has discovered
the passage that enables him to
become a Minimoy and explore their
world. In fact, he becomes THE
Minimoy who saves these tiny beings
from all kinds of dangers, including an
invasion by the armies of Maltazard,
the Minimoy’s sworn enemy. Arthur the
dreamer becomes a hero, who leads
the Seven Kingdoms to their liberation
with his friends Selenia and Betameche.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Europacorp Television, Studio 100,
Lagardere Group, Disney Channel Germany
Production years: 2017–2018

Back to Index

Wissper
CGI

104 x 7'

4–8

HD

Season 1: 52 x 7'
Season 2: 52 x 7'
The animation series about a little girl with the ability to talk to animals feels like
an instant classic!

Click here for trailers
Produced by Wissper Ltd

Animation

The 7-year old girl Wissper has a magic gift: She can talk to and understand
animals. As an animal whisperer she helps any creature that has a specific
problem. Her world and the animal's world are connected by secret portals at
her home – like the bathtub leading to the ocean and Water World, or the fridge
bringing her into the Arctic. Many animals friends help Wissper on her missions. Like
the cute little penguin Peggy or the lively and chattering meerkat Monty.

11

Production years: 2015, 2018, 2019

Studio 100 | m4e
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Animation

Tip the Mouse
CGI

104 x 7'

3–6

HD

Season 1: 52 x 7'
Season 2: 26 x 7'
Season 3: 26 x 7'

Studio 100
Studio
| m4e
100

12

Based on the original character “Topo
Tip” from the best-selling children’s
book series by Dami/Giunti.
In the tiny corner of a meadow there
is a small house. Here lives a tiny,
whimsical yet funny mouse with his
family. His name: Tip the mouse. Here
take place all the fascinating
adventures that each child ends up
facing while walking the extraordinary
path of growing up.
Click here for trailers
Produced by m4e, Studio Bozzetto, Giunti,
Studio Campedelli, Rai Fiction
Production years: 2014, 2018, 2019

Back to Index

Blinky Bill
CGI

52 x 12'

5–8

HD

Based on the classic brand, adventurous koala Blinky returns in breathtaking CGI!

Animation

Blinky is Guardian of Greenpatch. A kid koala with a monster imagination, this
hyperkinetic furball is sworn to protect his hometown from the dangers of the Aussie
outback, be they real or imagined ... mostly imagined!
With Blinky and his freaky-frilled sidekick Jacko on the case, life’s little obstacles
have a way of spiralling into the most epic of adventures. But no matter how
outrageous the odds, the friends always, somehow, snatch victory from the jaws
of a ... crocodile! ... or tiger snake!! ... or a dingo with bad breath!!!
Click here for trailers
Produced by Flying Bark Productions

13

Production years: 2016–2017

Studio 100
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Heidi
Animation

52 x 24' + 3 x 90'

3–7
Series: 52 x 24'
Features edited from the series: 3 x 90'

Animation

The world-famous animation classic!

Florrie’s Dragons
Animation

52 x 10'

3–6

HD

Studio 100

14
Little Princess Florrie spends all her time with her best friends; charming dragons
with very special talents ….
Florrie, a little Princess living somewhere in a castle, has a dragon as a best
friend. Dear Dragon is very special, because he can blow bubbles. He’s the
Royal Bubble Blower, but he’s not the only dragon with amazing talents, there’s
Toot Toot, the Musical Dragon, Splish Splash, the Magical Water Dragon, the
Dancing Dragonets, and Zoom Zoom, the Flying Dragon. Together they explore
the world in a series of charming adventures and discover the meaning of
friendship, community, compassion and individuality.

Heidi is a happy, outgoing orphan
who lives with her grandfather in the
idyllic scenery of the Swiss Alps. Heidi
makes friends quickly and people
know they can always rely on her for
help. She loves the freedom of life in
the mountains, but she also learns how
to take on responsibility. Her cheerful
nature helps to show others how to
handle the challenges of everyday life
and still be happy. Heidi’s honesty and
natural charm inspires both courage
and a joy of life in everyone she
meets.
Produced by Zuiyo Enterprise

Produced by Florrie´s Dragons Ltd
(Wish Films, UK), Clockwork Zoo and Studio100 Animation
Production year: 2010

Back to Index

Production year: 1975

Animation

Heidi

15
65 x 22'

5–8

Studio 100

CGI

HD

Season 1: 39 x 22'
Season 2: 26 x 22'
The classic animation series now in CGI! Join Heidi and her friends and
explore the beautiful Swiss Alps with her.
Heidi is a happy, talkative 8-year-old orphan who lives with her grandfather in
the idyllic scenery of the Swiss Alps. Heidi makes friends quickly, and everyone
knows they can always rely on her for help. With her best friends Peter and
Clara she experiences many exciting adventures. Heidi loves the freedom of life
in the mountains, but she also knows and learns how to take on responsibility.
Her cheerful nature helps to show others how to handle the challenges of
everyday life and still be happy. Heidi’s honesty and natural charm inspires
both courage and a joy of life in everyone she meets.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 Animation and Heidi Productions Pty. Ltd.
in association with TF1, ZDF, Nine Network
Production years: 2014–2015, 2019

Back to Index

Maya the Bee
Animation

104 x 24' + 1 x 79'

4–7

Animation

Season 1: 52 x 24'
Season 2: 52 x 24'
Feature edited from the series:
1 x 79' (HD)
Join the world-famous little bee on her
adventures in the poppy field.

The Woodlies
CGI

26 x 24' + 1 x 85'

6 – 11

HD

Studio 100
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Series: 26 x 24'. Feature edited from the series: 1 x 85'
Created by Cornelia Funke, a multiple award-winning author of children’s fiction
with over 10 million copies of her books sold worldwide
Funny, fast and furry, the Woodlies are on a mission to protect their forest from
the human Uglies. It’s a big job for a gang not much bigger than a squirrel.
Curious NineEyes, fearless FireHead and gentle SevenPoints, are a mischievous
crew with two rules. Rule 1: Never be seen by Uglies. Rule 2: Never be seen by
Uglies while stealing their food or sabotaging their weird Ugly plans. But when
Mia and her nature-loving dad Wellie take over a run-down campsite nearby,
they bring with them disasters in the form of clumsy campers, greedy
developers, and a very mean cat with a taste for Woodlies! And if you think
that’s bad, a gang of renegade Woodlies known as Swamp Rats are
determined to take over the forest and all the food in it. So when NineEyes
breaks the number one rule and becomes friends with Mia it seems like things
couldn’t get worse…
Produced by Woodlies Pty Ltd in association with Telegael Teoranta,
Channel 7 (Australia) and ZDF (Germany)
Production year: 2011

Back to Index

Freedom requires courage and good
friends. Maya the bee lives in a poppy
field, together with her lazy best friend
Willy, and many other friends as well.
She’s always searching for happiness
outside the strict regimented routines
of her bee colony. This means that
she’s often involved in some exciting
adventures and regularly finds herself
in difficult situations. Her lively and
curious personality coupled with her
joy of discovery means she’s able to
enjoy a wide range of experiences
that all help her go on her way in
peace and freedom.
Produced by Zuiyo Entertainment, Apollo Film
Production years: 1975–1977

Animation
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Maya the Bee
CGI

130 x 12'

4–7

HD

Season 1: 78 x 12'
Season 2: 52 x 12'
A wonderful rejuvenation of Maya the Bee. Now in stunning CGI!
Based on the well known books written by Waldemar Bonsels, Maya is a story of a little bee that “goes her own way”.
The other bees she was born with, are content with the regimented life of the hive and happily do whatever their
teacher, Miss Cassandra asks of them. But not Maya! For better or worse she’s just too curious and high spirited to let life
simply pass her by. If a leaf floats onto the pond, Maya sees a sailing adventure waiting to happen. If there’s a flower
that only blooms once a year on a lonely hill top, Maya mounts an expedition to see it. Her adventures sometimes get
her into trouble, but luckily she has Flip, a kind and friendly grasshopper, and Willy her best friend to help her out.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 Animation SAS in association with TF1 and ZDF
Production years: 2012, 2017

Back to Index

Vicky the Viking
Animation

78 x 24' + 1 x 80'

5–8

Animation

Series: 78 x 24'.
Feature edited from the series:
1 x 80' (HD)
The classic animation series about
the smartest little Viking boy you’ve
ever met!

Zigby
CGI

52 x 11'

3–6

HD

Studio 100
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This exotic jungle is full of funny and positive stories about friendship
and team spirit.
Meet cheeky and spirited Zigby, the adorably innocent McMeer, and anxious
little Bertie, whose antics are guaranteed to create commotion in abundance!
The star of the show, Zigby, is a zebra with a very lively imagination. In each
episode, he comes up with an off-beat idea he just has to follow through and
which unfortunately always lands him and his animal friends in some kind of
trouble. Then it’s up to Zigby to trot them out of trouble again, which he usually
does in some innovative way. Imagine the adventures these three friends take
the audience on, roaming free in a jungle that’s jam-packed with places to
explore and surprises around every corner. Picture the fun and excitement these
three have with each other and all of their friends.

Vicky the Viking is a young adventurer
whose unique combination of clever
thinking and common sense, is what
even the strongest Viking needs in
order to get out of any sticky situation.
Use your senses, not your fists! That’s
the message of Vicky the Viking. A
click of the fingers and an; “I’ve got it”
– and Vicky has saved the day again.
The people who live in the Viking
village of Flake love Vicky for his
ingenuity, as do all the children who
are fascinated and enchanted by
Vicky and his world.
Produced by Zuiyo Enterprise Company,

Avrill Stark Entertainment Pty Ltd, Zebra (I) Productions Inc. and Big Animation Pte Ltd

ZDF and ORF

in association with Australian Broadcasting Corporation and Treehouse TV

Production years: 1972–1977

Production year: 2009

Back to Index

Vic the Viking
CGI

78 x 12'

5–8

HD

This animation series revives the beloved classic story of the
world’s smartest little Viking in stunning CGI!

Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 Animation and Flying Bark Productions in

19
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association with ZDF and TF1

Animation

Experience the exciting, adventurous, funny and quirky world
of Vic the Viking. Vic is a 10-year-old boy who also happens
to be the son of Halvar, the Viking Chief. As Chief of the Flake
tribe, living in a small village situated in a Nordic fjord, Halvar
tries desperately to teach his son the true Viking way of life. To
his amazement Vic shows little enthusiasm for manly and
physical activities, and although he loves his son dearly, there
are times, when Halvar is worried Vic simply won’t follow in his
footsteps. Together with the rest of the Viking crew, Halvar
and Vic get involved in thrilling adventures sailing around the
world. Throughout their daily challenges the crew can always
count on Vic. He’s simply smarter than the strong, grown-up
Vikings, and proves that brainpower is the key to untangling
the most complicated situations.

Production years: 2012–2014

Back to Index

Nils Holgersson
Animation

52 x 26' + 1 x 82'

4–6

Animation

Series: 52 x 26´
Feature edited from the series: 1 x 82'
Based on the world famous children’s
book by Selma Lagerloef.

Pippi Longstocking
Animation

26 x 24' + 4 features

4–8

Studio 100

20
Series: 26 x 24'
3 features edited from the series: 1 x 72' + 1 x 69' + 1 x 46'
1 separate feature: 1 x 70' (HD)
Discover the all time classic story of the strongest girl in the world.
Based on Astrid Lindgren’s most famous character.
Pippi, the daughter of Captain Longstocking, is like no other little girl in the world.
She’s stronger than any muscleman, smarter than any adult around and, even
better, she can stay up as long as she wants! She lives in Villa Villekulla with her
monkey “Mr. Nilsson”, her horse “Horse”, and a treasure chest full of gold. Her
best friends Tommy and Annika think she’s fantastic. The town’s boring and
unimaginative adults are not quite so sure. For example, Mrs. Prysselius thinks
Pippi belongs in an orphanage. Pippi is always getting into trouble, whether at
school, on the ski slope or at the horse fair, you can always count on Pippi to
add excitement to everyday events, and turn exciting events into unforgettable
adventures.
Produced by AB Svensk Filmindustri, Taurus Film, Nelvana Ltd., TFC Trickompany Filmproduktions GmbH
Production year: 1997

Back to Index

Nils the peasant boy keeps tormenting
the animals on the farm, so after an
imp turns him into a dwarf as
punishment, the animals are keen to
take revenge on him. It is Akka the
farm goose who gives him a second
chance. He climbs on her back and
flies south with her and a flock of wild
grey geese. On the long, tiring and
dangerous journey, Nils and the wild
geese become friends, and he learns
to love the animals. In the end, having
learned his lesson, he grows back to
his normal size.
Produced by Zuiyo Enterprise and Apollo Film
Production years: 1981–1982

Animation
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Nils Holgersson
CGI

52 x 13'

6 – 11

HD

Join Nils Holgersson on his marvellous adventures in this modern CGI version of a timeless classic.
Reckless and daring Nils is quite a rebel against authority. One day the mischievous elf Athanor
transforms Nils into a miniature human. Nils discovers that he can talk to animals and he makes a
new friend, Martin the gander. With his faithful friend Martin, Nils embarks on the most extraordinary
journey among the wild geese. Among Akka, the experienced yet somewhat eccentric old leader
of the geese, Gorgo the Eagle who believes he is a goose, the charming Soft Feather and her two
rival sisters, the maverick boy learns to come to terms with the rules of a community. He finds
himself a family. But what were Athanor’s true intentions when he initially transformed Nils?
To give the young and inexperienced elf Lina an ally to block the dangerous Dark Elf’s schemes
of conquest and to help protect her world and nature itself.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 Animation SAS
Production years: 2016–2017

Back to Index

Animation

Miffy – The Classic Series

Studio 100
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Miffy – Specials

Animation

160 x 5' + 1 x 8.5'

Animation

3–6

HD

3–6

Season 1: 52 x 5' (The Classics, 2D)
Christmas Special: 1 x 8.5' (2D)
Season 2: 30 x 5' (Colours, Numbers
and Shapes, 2D)
Season 3: 78 x 5' (Miffy and Friends, CGI)
This animated series is based upon
the stories of Dick Bruna’s successful
classic children’s books.
The series tells us about the lives of the
Miffy’s bunny family, Miffy at school,
celebrating her birthday and much
more. We also meet the other
characters, such as Snuffy the Dog,
Poppy Pig and Boris Bear and his
girlfriend Barbara.
Produced by Mercis Media
Production years: 1992, 1996, 2002–2003

Back to Index

4 x 11' + 4 x 24'

Miffy and Friends – The Specials (CGI): 4 x 24'
Explore the World with Miffy (CGI): 4 x 11'
Because of the international success
of Miffy and Friends, Miffy also shines
in 8 stop-motion specials.
The Miffy Specials stand out with great
themes for pre-schoolers, who can
discover that, despite any differences,
people from all over the world can be
your friend.

Miffy the Movie
Animation

1 x 70'

3–6

HD

The first Miffy stop-motion feature film
combines all the hallmarks that have
already been proven to work on TV for
the series.
Miffy and her friends go on a treasure
hunt through the zoo and experience
all sorts of adventures. The film
responds to favorite topics within its
target group, such as animals, colors,
shapes and sounds.
Produced by Telescreen Filmproducties

Produced by Mercis Media
Production years: 2005, 2007

Production year: 2013

Miffy’s Adventures.
Big and Small
CGI

78 x 7'

3–6

HD

Season 1: 26 x 7'
Season 2: 26 x 7'
Season 3: 26 x 7'
Miffy and her friends starring in a brand new series packed full of fun and adventure!
Miffy is a charming bunny-rabbit that lives with her parents in a little house with red shutters and a red roof
among green fields. She is adventurous and likes to go out with her friends to the forest or over the hills and
discover simple things about the world around her. Miffy’s world is peaceful world with brilliant primary
colours and designed in the simple iconic style of Dick Bruna that is attractive to young children.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Mercis Media, Blue Zoo Productions
Animation

Production years: 2015, 2017
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Tashi
CGI

52 x 11'

6 – 11

HD

Based on the beloved Australian children’s books by Barbara and Anna Fienberg.
When Jack’s parents bundle him off to stay with his distant cousin Tashi, the two boys get swept up in a series of wild
adventures exploring a fantastic land far, far away, and protecting Tashi’s village from a host of creatures and villains. In a
strange new world, where nothing seems familiar and your logic doesn’t work, how do you survive and thrive? Luckily for
city slicker Jack, his new best friend Tashi is the perfect guide through this exotic, upside down, crazy world. And the boys
can always depend on warm and whimsical Lotus Blossom to help them navigate any tricky situation! Giants, ghosts,
witches, bandits, demons, dragons... Tashi, Jack and Lotus Blossom are ready for anything!
Click here for trailers
Produced by Flying Bark Productions in association with Discreet Art Productions India and Telegael Teoranta
Production years: 2014–2015
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K3
Animation

52 x 13'

4 – 10

HD

Three teen pop singers on a global tour try to get to their next concert and save the world along the way.
Friends forever, wherever, whatever. Kim, Kylie and Kate are three ordinary girls in an extraordinary world.
Teenage pop singers on an amazing global tour full of unexpected diversions which lead to fun packed
stories. Sweet and cheeky, bright and breezy, K3 never know what’s around the next bend in their road,
and just can’t say no to any adventure. Will they save the orphanage from the property developers,
expose the real jewel thieves AND get to their concert on time? Of course! With its bright colours, bouncy
tunes and irreverent tone, K3 is a magical musical tour.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 Animation
Production years: 2014–2015

Animation
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Zeke’s Pad
Animation

26 x 24'

Animation

HD

Studio 100
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Master Raindrop

Dibo
CGI

52 x 11'

2–5

What if you could turn your drawings
into reality?
Well, you would end up in a whole lot
of trouble!

A heart-touching show that explains
children how to handle difficulties
through sharing, caring and
embracing friendship.

Zeke Palmer is definitely not your
ordinary 14-year-old boy. He’s an
incredible artist that has been drawing
circles around everybody for as long
as he could hold a pencil. But that’s
not all. Zeke’s got an extraordinary
family: Weird, wacky and way over
the top! The craziest thing though is
Zeke's electronic drawing pad which
makes his sketches come to life,
causing him and his friends lots of
trouble…

Make a wish, Dibo’s gift will make it
come true!
Join Dibo and his Cozy Land friends,
Elo, Annie, Bunny and Cro, in a journey
of wonder and imagination. Each
story begins with a wish and a gift.
Through the gift, Dibo and his friends
embark on enchanting and exciting
experiences in the soft, fluffy world of
Cozy Land.
Produced by Ocon Animation Studios
Production year: 2006

CGI

26 x 24'

8 – 12
An epic story with thrilling martial-arts
action and witty
verbal and physical humour.
Master Raindrop is a funny and exciting
adventure within the timeless world of
Asian myths & legends. A road trip
where a group of high-spirited, 12-yearold martial arts novices meet some
weird and wonderful creatures, as they
try to save their peaceful land from the
evil General Bu and his army of
terracotta warriors. Along the way,
these unlikely heroes match their wits
and skills with some crazy and colourful
friends and enemies, in adventures that
combine high-stakes drama with
comic, Jackie-Chan-style, martial arts.

Produced by My Pad Productions Inc and
Avrill Stark Entertainment

Produced by Big Communication Pte. Ltd.

Pty Ltd. in association with YTV and Network

Flux Animation Studio Limited

Seven Australia

Flying Bark Productions Pty. Ltd. in association

Production year: 2008

with Seven Network Australia
Production year: 2008
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Enyo
CGI

26 x 24'

8 – 12

HD

12-year-old Enyo takes us on a sensational journey uncovering the myths and legends of a fantasy world.
Against a new and exciting backdrop of prehistoric beasts and shamanism, a clever and talented 12-year-old boy called
Enyo, is learning the language of animals, reading hidden messages in nature and ‘seeing’ glimpses of the future. Enyo
takes us on a spectacular journey of fantasy, fun and wild adventure. Meet his friends, his adopted tribe, and the sworn
enemies he must defeat, as he copes with the daily trials of growing up whilst striving to achieve his very special destiny.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Avril Stark Entertainment Pty Ltd., Funkhauser Films A/S in association with Network Seven Australia, ZDF Germany and TV2 Denmark
Production year: 2009

Animation
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Little Witch

Animation

1 x 80'

Animation

Family

HD

Family

Blinky Bill
1 x 30'

Animation

78 x 24' + 1 x 80'

3–6

This feature film stays true to the spirit
of the timeless classic “Heidi”, based
on the famous book by Swiss author
Johanna Spyri.

Based on the best selling Random
House book series of the same name.
Little Witch hops her broomstick and
swoops to television!

Season 1: 26 x 24'
Season 2: 26 x 24'
Season 3: 26 x 24'
Christmas special: 1 x 80'

Little orphan girl Heidi spends her
childhood happily with her
Grandfather in the Swiss mountains.
But when taken to live in the city with
a wealthy family, she needs to adapt
to this situation.

Liddy is not your average sorceress.
She is polite, clean and kind to
children. Based on the Random House
book series of the same name, “Little
Witch” can’t fail to captivate a new
generation.

Come to Australia to meet Blinky Bill
and his friends. You’ll discover just how
much fun living in the bush can be! Or
join Blinky and his mates on an exciting
and entertaining trip around the world in
a hot-air balloon.

Produced by TV-Loonland, Telemagination,

Produced by Sony Wonder

Nelvana

Production year: 1989

With Blinky Bill, the little koala bear, every
day is packed full of fantastic surprises.
Or that’s what his cute animal friends
think. The adults in the small town in the
huge Australian outback aren’t quite so
sure. But in the end, they all love Blinky Bill
and his gang of funny friends who
stumble from one adventure to the next,
having fun all the time and playing tricks
on everyone. But they aren’t “just”
discovering Australia. Blinky and his
mates find themselves in a runaway
hot-air balloon that takes them on an
exciting and entertaining trip around the
world. On their adventure packed trip in
a giant balloon they visit lots of different
regions and countries, and rescue
mistreated animals from the circus.

Production year: 2004

Produced by Flying Bark Productions,
Studio 100 Media, BBC, ABC, ARD, WDR
Production years: 1993, 1994, 1995, 2005
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Small Potatoes

Molly Monster

Knietzsche – The World’s
Smallest Philosopher

CGI

26 x 3' + feature

Animation

52 x 5' + 1 x 26'

Animation

60 x 3'

2–5

HD

3–6

HD

5 – 12 / family

HD

Series: 26 x 3'
Separate feature: 1 x 70‘
or edited version 1 x 45‘

Produced by Little Airplane Productions

Little Molly is just like any other
ordinary girl. Except the fact that she is
the cutest monster around.

The world is packed full of mysteries
and unanswered questions. Who
decides what’s fair? Is a lie sometimes
better than the truth? What happens
after we die? Knietzsche, the world’s
smallest philosopher, ponders all the
important topics that fascinate
children and to which adults are often
stumped for an answer. Curious
observer that he is, Knietzsche finds his
own answers to the major questions in
life. Sometimes funny, sometimes
comforting, but always clever, and
always at eye level with our little
viewers, Knietzsche knows all the
answers, without ever being a
know-it-all.

Ted Sieger’s “Molly Monster” is an
animation series about Molly, a happy
little monster that lives in Monsterland
with her parents and her best friend
Edison, a clockwork toy. Without
question her parents, and all the other
monsters love her unconditionally,
while Molly is busy playing and finding
out what it takes to be a monster in
this monster world. Her attitude isn’t
totally monster like, although nobody
really minds because they know she’ll
grow out of it eventually. Or maybe
not, which is just fine as well. If we
watch closely, we might learn a bit
about ourselves too.

Produced by Vision X Film- und
Fernsehproduktion GmbH
Production years: 2012–2013, 2019

Production year: 2010
Produced by Alexandra Schatz Filmproduktion,
Little Monster GmbH, Trickstudio Lutterbeck
GmbH and Sluggerfilm AB
Production years: 2009–2011
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Their songs range from Motown to
Rock & Roll to Hip Hop, and each
music video has the look and feel of
a different musical era. Every 3-minute
episode contains one music video as
well as two short comedy sequences
featuring members of the band riffing
on topics from trains to feelings to
science.
The Small Potatoes encourage their
fans to listen to music, dance to music
and, most importantly, to make music
of their own.

The most charming approach to
philosophy!

Animation

The Small Potatoes are a band of four
singing potatoes who travel the world
making music and making friends.

Series: 52 x 5'
Christmas Special: 1 x 26'

Shadow Raiders
CGI

Dragon’s Rock
26 x 30'

Animation

8 – 14

Studio 100
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CGI

Old Tom
26 x 22'

Family

The inhabitants of four mutually hostile
worlds must unite their forces to face
the grave menace of an invading
planet & population.

Dragon’s Rock is a CGI sitcom aiming
at families about a family of dragons
trying to make ends meet in a dragon
world not that dissimlilar from our own.

From the darkest reaches of space,
the Beast Planet threatens to destroy
every life form it can and bring about
the downfall of all planets. Only one
man has the vision and the courage
to save them all, Graveheart! Rocket
across the stars and enter a universe
with a hero beyond imagination!

Meet the Hoppers: a regular, firebreathing family of five just trying to
make ends meet and cope with the
chaos of daily life. Forget everything
you think to know about these
reptilian monsters. All those bloodsoaked legends and tales of knightmunching are only part of the story...

Produced by Mainframe Production,

Produced by GUM Studios in association with

Alliance Atlantis

TV-Loonland AG

Production year: 1999

Production year: 2013

Animation

52 x 11‘

6 – 12
Based on the unique comic by Leigh
Hobbs, a seemingly incompatible
couple experience a series of crazy
adventures, which will delight
audiences, both young and old.
One day, extremely tidy Miss Angela
Frogmorton finds an unusual package
in front of her door. In a basket sits
foundling Old Tom, a loutish, cat-like
creature, with an insatiable appetite
and an unquenchable thirst for action
that throws Angela Frogmorton’s
household into chaos. Despite his
escapades and his insolent attitude,
Angela grows very fond of Old Tom
while also yearning for her former
quiet life.
Produced by Yoram Gross-EM.TV / Millimages
Production year: 2001

For selected territories.
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Egyxos

Sendokai Champions

Max & Molly

Animation

26 x 26'

CGI

52 x 12'

Animation

8+

HD

6–9

HD

5–9

The action series transports audiences
to an ancient Egyptian civilization lost
in space and time.

Editore, DeaKids, Music Cartoon
Production years: 2012–2014

For selected territories.

Produced by Kotoc, TVE
Production years: 2012–2014

For selected territories.

The cool penguin Max and the spirited
kangaroo Molly are stranded on an
island. At first they’re a bit annoyed by
each other. Molly can’t stand Max’s
waddling and Max thinks Molly’s
hopping looks just stupid. But soon
they become good friends. They
discover that a species of strange
creatures called Knubbels lives on the
island. The Knubbels McZahl, Humpelix
and Miss Ton invite them into their
rather curious houses (a castle, a
football and a piano) and show them
how to have a good time on this
peculiar isle.
Produced by Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR),
Penta TV
Production year: 1995
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Produced by Planeta Junior, DeAgostini

Zak, Chloe, Kiet and Fenzy – four boys
and girls that are not very popular, will
have to save the Earth from the evil
Zorn Empire. To do so, they will have to
train their skills as Sendokai warriors.

For Molly, a hot-blooded kangaroo
lady, and Max, a totally cool penguin
lad, trivial day-to-day happenings turn
into the most exciting adventures.
Animation

A civilization lost in space and time is
coming back: the Egyxos. The are
incredible creatures gifted with
superpowers, but endlessly battling for
the domination over their kingdom.
During the fight between the two
warriors Kefer and Exaton, the earthly
boy Leo gets involved against his will,
not knowing he has inherited the last
Pharao’s power.

Sendokai is a new combat method
combining sport and magic.

26 x 30’

Kerwhizz

Pixi and the Magic Wall

CGI

41 x 22'

Animation

27 x 12'

Animation

52 x 11.5'

4–6

HD

Family

HD

3–6

HD

Animation

Season 1: 26 x 22'
Season 2: 15 x 22'

Studio 100
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Conni

The first ever quiz show aimed at a
preschool audience.
Three teams answer ker-razy questions
to win “Mods” to add to their Racing
Pods. They then race two madcap
laps round a unique Raceworld.
Kerwhizz is a CGI experience with a
Live Action host and audience. Each
of the 26 Episodes has its own stunning
Raceworld, from the historical (Egypt
World) to the hysterical (Daring Dino
Dash). The quiz is designed to be
interactive, allowing the viewer to
participate fully in finding answers to
the questions, while developing an
allegiance to the six fabulous
characters that make up the three
teams. Kerwhizz is involving,
informative and, most importantly, an
exhilarating experience for the
4-6-year-old age range.
Produced by BBC, Studio 100
Production year: 2009
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The series is based on the famous
best-selling picture books by Carlsen
Verlag.
When playing in the woods, curious
Pixi encounters a Magic Wall that tells
all the world’s knowledge, all
explanations coming together with
animations on the screen. So every
time Pixi walks away from the Magic
Wall, this new perspectives open up a
completely new world of plays and
ideas for him.
Produced by SCIO Edutainment AG
Production year: 2012

Season 1: 26 x 11.5'
Season 2: 26 x 11.5'
With Conni, every day is fun!
A charming series based on the
popular German children’s book
character.
Conni is a famous figure from a
German book series, who is now
coming to television in an animation
series. Conni is a three year old girl
having little adventures in everyday
life. She experiences her first day at
school, goes to the dentist, or
celebrates festivities with her family.
An animated feature film, based on
the TV series, is in preparation.
Produced by youngfilms GmbH
Production year: 2011

Letters from Felix
Animation

26 x 11' or 13 x 30'

7 – 10

Lion of Oz
Animation

Connie the Cow
1 x 75'

Family

Animation

130 x 7' + 40 x 2.5'

4–7
Season 1: 130 x 7'
Season 2: 40 x 2.5' (Learning with
Connie)

Join the adventurous and curious little
rabbit, Felix, who has been
entertaining children all over the world
with his letters, as he travels the world
on exciting escapades to exotic
destinations like Africa, Egypt, Rome,
London, America…

A circus lion finds himself in the
magical Land of Oz where he
becomes the leader of a journey to
stop the Wicked Witch of the East, a
task which may lead him to loose a
part of himself or gain something – his
bravery.

Connie the Cow is a series full of
surprises, and a magic box waiting to
be opened – the fable of a world
discovered through the eyes of a
child.

Produced by Caligari

Produced by CinéGroupe, Lions Gate Films,

Production year: 2001

Sony Wonder
Production year: 2000

Curious Connie explores the world
around her with lively enthusiasm in
this beautifully animated series for
young children. Join Connie in her
amusing and exciting adventures with
all new episodes.
Produced by Neptuno Films
Production year: 2002
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Find out how the cowardly lion lost his
courage in this prequel to “The Wizard
of Oz”.

Animation

Based on the multi million children’s
book series by Annette Langen and
Constanza Droop.

Mummy Nanny
Animation

Nick & Perry
26 x 24'

6 – 12

Animation

The new “au pair” is the best one Alex
and Samantha have ever had, even if
she is five thousand years old!

Studio 100
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An Egyptian mummy stolen by
unscrupulous antique dealer Ulysses
Catastropholis, is rudely awakened
after five thousand years of sleep, to
find herself right in the middle of the
21st century. She hides at the crazy
house of the Elsewares, working as an
“au pair” girl and taking care of Alex
and Samantha. Our villain, the
antique dealer, will do anything to
recover his precious mummy, and
learns the eccentric Elsewares and
their “au pair” are a lot more than he
bargained for.
Produced by Studio 100 Media,

Animation

Poochini
52 x 11'

6–9
They were just two average, yet highly
intelligent dogs from outer space. If
they had known what to expect on
Earth, they would have stayed at
home.
Nick and Perry are two extraterrestrial,
highly intelligent dogs, stranded on
planet Earth along with their
spaceship. Absent minded professor
of history Frank, and his 8-year-old
daughter Lucy, take them in.
However, both Frank and Lucy have
no idea the two slightly odd dogs are
from outer space. We observe how
Nick and Perry explore all the earthly
things that are bizarre and strange to
them, and how they try to keep up
their appearance as “ordinary stupid
dogs”.

Les Cartooneurs Associés and France 2
Production years: 1999–2000

Produced by Studio 100 Media,

Animation

78 x 7' or 26 x 21'

7 – 13
Everybody knows Poochini is a dog –
except for him. But will his eccentric
owners make sure that he finds out?
Little Poochini the dog, was treated
like a prince by his former owner, a
kind and rich old lady. But now that
she has died, his new owners, the
White family, make Poochini live the
life of an ordinary dog. He’s almost
forgotten what it means to be a dog,
and considers himself seriously
misunderstood. It really is a dog’s life,
and Poochini is subjected to all the
eccentricities of the White family. Like
having to live in a rundown doghouse,
join them on their hunts, attend dog
obedience class, and even do stunts
for 13-year-old wild boy, Billy White.
But Poochini’s slowly getting the hang
of it, and those almost forgotten
animal instincts aren’t so bad after all.

Ellipse Animation, TFC Trickcompany, WDR,
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M6 and Victory Media Group

Produced by Wild Brain and Studio 100 Media

Production year: 2001

Production years: 2000–2001

What about Mimi?
Animation

26 x 24'

6 – 12

Produced by Decode production
Production years: 2001–2003

78 x 24' + 1 x 69'

6 – 12
Season 1: 26 x 24'
Season 2: 26 x 24'
Season 3: 26 x 24'
Separate feature: 1 x 69'
TV’s most loved dolphin is brought to life
in animated form. Join the marine hero
and his friend Lopaka as they struggle
for justice.
In the first season of the series, Flipper
and Lopaka successfully stop the evil
octopus Dexter, from driving away the
inhabitants of Iloka island so he can
become the ruler of Quetzo. Dexter is
banished from Quetzo when Flipper’s
parents, the King and Queen of Quetzo,
return home from captivity. In the
second season Flipper’s joy at being
reunited with his parents does not last
very long. The royal couple once again
leaves the city of Quetzo to protect sea
animals facing extinction. To start with,
Flipper is very sad, but he starts to accept
his responsibilities as the Prince of Quetzo,
and leader of his fellow citizens. He has
to face another new challenge when an
archaeologist and her son come to Iloka
looking for the sunken city of Quetzo.

Animation

52 x 12' + 1 x 30'

3–6
Series: 52 x 12'
Special, edited from the series: 1 x 30'
Based on the international bestseller
“The Rainbow Fish” by Marcus Pfister.
Somewhere deep in the ocean, in the
distant Neptune Bay, lives Rainbow
with his family. Perhaps his glowing
scales are the reason for his boisterous
and happy go lucky personality. But
maybe it’s his self confidence that
gets him into so much trouble, so it’s
fortunate he has very loyal friends. The
adventures in “The Rainbow Fish”
convey fundamental values that are
as valid underwater as they are
onshore.
Produced by Studio100 Media, Sony Wonder,
a Decode production
Production year: 1998

Produced by Flying Bark Productions,
Animation Filmmakers Corporation,
Studio 100 Media, Victory Media Group
Production year: 1998
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11-year-old Mimi is not only very
imaginative, she also has a mission.
With lots of humour and charm, she’s
constantly trying to put her fellow
human beings on what she thinks is
the right track. She’s not at all aware
that most problems would not have
happened in the first place if she
hadn’t been so eager to “help”
others. Unfortunately, her wild
imagination often gets her and others
into considerable trouble. Thanks to
the selfless commitment of her loyal
friends, Elaine and Russell, Mimi’s
problems are usually resolved in a
crazy showdown full of comic
elements and hilarious dialogue.

Animation

The Rainbow Fish

Animation

For 11-year-old Mimi, the problem
with the world is simple: it has great
potential, but it’s poorly managed.
Somebody has to step in and fix it.
Unfortunately, things usually get even
worse whenever Mimi’s involved…

Flipper & Lopaka

Lapitch – The Little
Shoemaker
Animation

26 x 24' + 1 x 85'

3–6

Animation

Series: 26 x 24'
Separate feature: 1 x 85'

Studio 100
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Join Lapitch, the little shoemaker, and
his friends on their exciting journeys
through the countryside.
Based on the film Lapitch, this series is
a classic coming-of-age story. The
same lovable cast, plus magic boots,
take you on adventures filled with fun,
a lot of laughter, a little danger and a
healthy dose of magic.
Produced by Series: Croatia Film,
Junior Produktions GmbH
Feature: Croatia Film, Junior Produktions GmbH,
Pro Sieben
Production years: 1999–2000

F.T.P.D.
Fairy Tale Police
Department
Animation

Creepschool

26 x 24'

6 – 12
Cinderella in love with the wrong
prince? The frog prince becoming a
criminal? No problem for the special
agents of the F.T.P.D. who can cope
with everything!
The Fairy Tale Police Department, or
F.T.P.D, is a special unit of the secret
service that fights against crime in the
Fairy Tale World. Agents Johnny
Legend and his partner Chris
Anderson are always combating the
evil powers who want every fairy tale
to end badly. The frog prince is being
sued for blackmail, and Cinderella
falls in love with the wrong prince. But
this unbeatable, joke-cracking duo
solve every case, and no matter what
happens, they always live happily
ever after.

Animation

26 x 24'

7 – 13
When school is giving you the creeps,
imagine what “Creepschool” could
do… Join Elsa, Josh and the other kids
in their school life of a different kind.
Welcome to the school where your
fears and nightmares become a
hilariously creepy reality! Ghouls in the
classroom! Giant octopuses in the
swimming pool! Elsa, Josh and the
other kids have their own personal
dilemmas and everyday problems just
like the rest of us. But in the twilight
zone of Creepschool nothing stays
everyday for very long. Prepare for
goose-bumps and laughter as the kids
and their creepy friends have
adventures that make your school
look like... well, kindergarten.
Produced by Studio 100 Media, Alphanim,

Produced by

CINAR Corporation, France 3, Happy Life,

Season 1: Studio 100 Media

Luxanimation

and Victory Media Group

Production year: 2003

Season 2: Studio 100 Media
and Flying Bark Productions
Production years: 2002–2003
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Momo

Animation

The Amazing Journeys
of Jules Verne
26 x 24' + 1 x 78'

7 – 12
Series: 26 x 24'
Separate feature: 1 x 78'

Family
Did you ever dream about taking a
trip around the world? Or maybe to
the center of the earth? In these
adventurous stories from world-famous
author, Jules Verne, anything is
possible.
The fantastic world of Jules Verne
comes to life in this vivid adaptation of
his books. Six exciting adventure
specials based on the contents of
these literary classics will inspire young
and old alike. “A Journey to the
Center of the Earth” and “Around the
World in Eighty Days,” are just two of
Jules Verne’s popular and visionary
adventure stories, that take our heroes
on exciting voyages into the
incredible realms of human
imagination.

Animation

26 x 24'

3–5
Two little grizzly bears and their human
friends share fun and adventures in
the majestic Rocky Mountains.
One of every child’s dearest wishes is
to have a real, cuddly baby animal of
their own. This dream comes true for
little Indian boy Ram, who lives with his
father at the foot of the majestic
Rocky Mountains. It happens one day
when he finds two little grizzly bear
cubs who have lost their mother.
Jacky and Jill become the joy of his
life, and a source of never-ending
adventure!
Produced by Nippon Animation
Production years: 1977–1978

Produced by Studio 100 Media,
Télé Images International, France 3,
CNC and Sofidoc
Production year: 2001

Produced by
Series: TFC Trickcompany for KirchMedia
Feature: TaurusProduktion, TFC Trickcompany
and Cecchi Gori in association with FFA
Production years: 2002–2003
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Momo, a little orphan girl, lives in the
ruins of an old amphitheater in a small
town. One day she’s aware that
something’s changed. On further
investigation, she comes across the
“Grey Lords,” a powerful secret
organisation that aggressively forces
people to save time and give it to them.
The Grey Lords can only exist on the time
saved by others. Only Momo recognizes
the danger, and she is soon the only one
who can do anything about it. None of
her friends have any time left! With the
help of the tortoise Kassiopeia and
Master Hora, the Lord of Time, she starts
a long and thrilling battle to save her
friends from the Grey Lords, and give
them back all the time in the world!

6 x 50'

Animation

Enjoy the timeless adventures of a little
girl battling the thieves of time. Based
on the thought-provoking story by
Micheal Ende.

Animation

Jacky and Jill

Anne of Green Gables
Animation

50 x 25' + 1 x 93'

6–9

Animation

Series: 50 x 25'
Feature, edited from the series: 1 x 93'
(HD)
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Based on the best-selling children’s
book by famous Canadian author
Lucy Maud Montgomery.

Pinocchio
Animation

Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland
52 x 25'

3–5
Based on Carlo Collodi’s story of the
world’s most famous puppet, which
was published in 1833 and became a
classic of children’s literature. The
series was conceived and designed
by Marty Murphy, the former Walt
Disney artist and creator of “Maya the
Bee.

Anne Shirley is a high-spirited, elevenyear-old orphan with red hair, freckles
and a vivid imagination. She is thrilled
to be sent from the orphanage to stay
with farmer Matthew Cuthbert and his
sister Marilla.
Initially they’re disappointed with a
little girl who constantly seems to have
her head in the clouds. They really
wanted to adopt a boy who could
help out around the farm. Eventually
the Cuthbert’s decide to keep the
bright and boisterous little girl, who
changes the lives of everyone around
her. Anne endears herself to her new
family and becomes friends with the
Cuthbert’s children, Diana and Gil.
Thanks to Anne, there’s never a dull
moment at Green Gables.

Carved out of a piece of wood by old
Gepetto, the cheeky puppet
Pinocchio soon starts to lead a life of
his own, and leaves his “father”
Gepetto to discover the world.
Together with Gina, the clever yet
cautious duckling, Pinocchio stumbles
from one adventure to the next.
Though more than anything else he
wants to become a real boy of flesh
and blood, he is all too easily led
astray. Along the way he meets the
Fox and the Cat, who are constantly
devising new ways to lure the puppet
off the right path. His buddy Gina and
the Good Fairy have their hands full
trying to prevent the worst from
happening.

Produced by Nippon Animation

Produced by Zuiyo Enterprises and Apollo Film

Production years: 1979–1980

Production years: 1976–1977
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Animation

52 x 24'

4–7
The wonderful story of Alice is based
on the classic, world-famous book by
Lewis Carroll.
Alice’s journey to Wonderland begins
with a shopping trip in London where
she buys a dusty top hat. Inside the
hat, she discovers Benny Bunny, a
rabbit who invites her home to his
rabbit hole. In this Wonderland of
surprises, logic and common sense no
longer apply: there’s cake that makes
you grow very big, a very strange
forest where no one can remember
anything, there are talking flowers, tiny
flying elephants and a host of other
amazing characters...
Produced by Nippon Animation, Apollo Film
Production years: 1983–1984

Cocco Bill
Animation

Max & Moritz

Dogstar
104 x 13'

7 – 13
Season 1: 52 x 13'
Season 2: 52 x 13'

Animation

7 – 13

HD

6–9

39 x 7’

Although set in the year 2525, the
Dogstar series satirizes twenty-first
century life.

Who doesn’t know Max and Moritz,
the inseparable rascals? Now they’re
back and still up to no good.

Dogstar is an animated comedy series
for children. It is the story of the Clark
kids; three young members of an
average 26th century family and their
quest for the Dogstar, a missing ark full
of dogs. The future of the human race
depends heavily on how successful
the Clarks’ are in finding the dogs
again. The robotics opportunist Bob
Santino, and his incredibly beautiful
and highly dangerous bodyguard,
Diana, are determined to stop them.

Max and Moritz, two inseparable little
rogues, keep the world in suspense
with their mean and nasty tricks. The
misfortunes Max and Moritz inflict on
the unsuspecting citizens of their idyllic
town fill them with malicious joy. But
their “victims” also have a trick or two
up their sleeves. They strike back
mercilessly, and our heroes quickly
find out what happens when you go
too far playing pranks. Although Max
and Moritz pay dearly at the end of
each episode, they always come
back with more mischief.

Produced by Media World Pictures Pty Ltd,
ZDF, BBC, Studio 100 Media,
Daro Film Distribution

Produced by EM.TV Merchandising AG,

Production years: 2005–2007

ZDF Enterprises GmbH, TFC Trickcompany
Production years: 1998 / 1999

Produced by
Season 1: Studio 100 Media,
De Mas & Partners and RAI
Season 2: De Mas & Partners
and Studio Campedelli
Production years: 2001–2002
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Western hero Cocco Bill is a quicktempered, trigger-happy character.
Accompanied by his talking horse
Slowtrott, Cocco Bill uses his pistol, fists
and good humour to defend law and
order. The life of this tough cowboy is
complicated by the wheeler-dealing
of power-hungry Bunz Bara-bunz, and
Bill’s passion for the strong-willed
Ohsusanna, who always knows how to
put the impetuous cowboy in his
place.

26 x 26'

Animation

This highly original world, full of absurd
humour, was invented by classical
Italian cartoonist, Jacovitti whose
cartoons have been immensely
popular in Italy for more than 45 years.

Animation

Sindbad the Sailor
Animation

42 x 25' + features

Animation

4–6

Studio 100
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Jakob
Animation

Peter in Magicland
234 x 1.5'

Family

Series: 42 x 25'
Features edited from the series: 1 x 85'
and 1 x 65'

Whenever Jakob’s quiet life is
interrupted by funny events, he brings
laughter and joy to everyone.

From Scheherazade’s tales of the
“1001 Nights” comes this saga of a
little boy who sets out to sea in search
of adventure.

Jakob is a simple man who leads a
quiet life where nothing ever goes
wrong. Unless you count getting into a
snowball fight, being sprayed with
water by an elephant or having your
pancakes stick to the ceiling. When
Jakob tries to fix whatever happens in
his life, he brings smiles to faces
everywhere.

Sindbad’s journey takes him from
islands ruled by man-eating birds, to
haunted deserts, from castles that
appear once every hundred years, to
kingdoms of marble. With his friends Ali
Baba, the raven Sheila and the
ferryman Aladdin, Sindbad fights
awesome giants, warring midgets,
fire-spewing dragons and demons of
ice, fire and oil. Thanks to his courage
and quick wits, Sindbad conquers all
the evil spirits in Arabia, and restores
the raven Sheila to her original form, a
beautiful young princess.
Produced by Nippon Animation
Production years: 1976–1977
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Produced by King Rollo Films, Pillion Film
and Ravensburger Film + TV
Production years: 1997–1998

No dubbing needed.

Animation

5 x 25' + 1 x 80'

4–7
Series edited from the feature: 5 x 25'
Feature: 1 x 80' (HD)
Based on the famous children’s story
“Little Peter’s Journey to the Moon” by
Gerdt Bassewitz.
One night, Peter and Annabelle
discover a curious insect in their room.
It’s Mr. Buzzworthy, an elegant,
cultivated beetle who just wants to
find his missing sixth leg. The trio set off
to the moon to retrieve the leg,
making the acquaintance of the
Night Fairy, the Weather Makers, the
Great Bear, the Moon Wolves and the
terrifying Moon Man. It’s an
adventurous night that Peter and
Annabelle will never forget!
Produced by Televersal,
Urchs Film and Iduna Film
Production year: 1990

Tao Tao
Animation

Perrine
52 x 25' + 1 x 70'

3–5
Series: 52 x 25'
Separate feature: 1 x 70'

Put on your walking shoes and join
Perrine as she fearlessly makes her
way across Europe. Based on the
celebrated children’s novel “Sans
famille” by the famous author, Hector
Malot.
Exotic people, strange customs, a
flood of new sights, new sounds and
new smells. To travel across Europe in
the late 19th century was to discover
entire new worlds. For venturesome
little Perrine, it is an adventure that
changes her life forever. Travelling
from the Balkans to France, she
searches for her grandfather, and
when she finally finds him, Perrine
realises her adventures are far from
over.

26 x 24'

3–5
The woods are full of adventures when
you’re a curious little squirrel. This
series is based on stories by famous
naturalist and wildlife enthusiast, Ernest
Thompson Seton.
If you run into a squirrel that meows, it
must be Bannertail! Orphaned at birth,
this cute little rodent was raised by a
cat and leads an exciting life on a
farm. One day, he ventures into the
nearby woods and starts a new life
among woodland society. Soon he
becomes famous for his funny pranks
and his curious spirit. But the best thing
about Bannertail’s new life is that he
meets his one true love, Sue, the
beautiful grey squirrel.
Produced by Nippon Animation

Produced by Nippon Animation
Produced by Apollo Film and Shunmao

Animation

Production years: 1979–1980

Production years: 1978–1979

in cooperation with Tianju
Production years: 1983–1984
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Tao Tao, the little panda bear, and his
friends love fairy tales. Every day
Mother Bear tells them fables and
myths from the animal kingdom and
teaches them how the animal world
was created. Just listening to all these
stories is of course, not enough for Tao
Tao and his little friends! Together they
discover the jungle, always looking for
their own adventures, stories and fairy
tales.

52 x 24'

3–6

Animation

The beautiful myths and tales of the
animal kingdom are captured in this
colourfully animated series, whose
episodes include some well-known
fairy tale favourites.

Animation

Bannertail

The Busy World of
Richard Scarry
Animation

65 x 24'

Animation

3–6

Studio 100
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Based on the best-selling books of
Richard Scarry, which have been
translated into 30 languages and have
sold over 100 million copies
worldwide.
Richard Scarry’s Busytown is a fun
place that is buzzing with energy and
life. Everyone in the town is always
busy. Busy playing, building, creating,
making friends and, quite often, also
getting into trouble! You can be sure
that no matter how busy they are, the
Busytown gang always seem to have
fun and learn something new along
the way!

Dog of Flanders
Animation

Anton
52 x 24'

3–6
From the medieval streets of Flanders
comes this gripping story of the poor
little orphan boy Niklaas.
Niklaas and his grandfather live in a
small town outside Antwerp, where
they earn a very modest living
delivering milk. Niklaas’ only friend is
Aneka, the daughter of a wealthy
businessman. Whilst Niklaas continues
to deliver milk for a living, he never
forgets his biggest dream, of
becoming a famous painter.
Produced by Zuiyo Enterprises and Taurus Film
Production years: 1975–1976

Animation

26 x 5'

2–7
Without words, but with lovely music
and the soft touch animation style, the
series beautifully expresses the
sensitivity of the child.
Anton, a seven year-old boy, is the
main character in this animation
series. He seems just an ordinary boy
who lives with his parents, goes to
school and has many friends and a
hobbyhorse, that is actually his best
friend. Something special about this
boy though, is the world of fantasy he
creates for himself. In this imaginary
world, many questions Anton
encounters in real life are answered in
an adventurous and amusing way.

Produced by CINAR Films and France Animation
in association with Paramount Pictures

Produced by Palm Plus Produkties B.V.

Production year: 1993

Production year: 2001
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Staines down Drains
Animation

26 x 24´

6 – 11

Produced by 2005 Film Finance Corporation
Australia Pty Ltd, Traction Inc New Zealand,

36 x 21'

7–9

Animation

52 x 25' + 1 x 97'

3–6

Bruce Willis, starring as the voice of
Bruno, developed this series together
with Film Roman, the award-winning
studio behind “The Simpsons” and
“Garfield”.

Series: 52 x 25'
Feature edited from the series: 1 x 97'

As the world’s youngest super-agent,
Bruno the Kid not only outwits the most
cunning criminals but also his own
super-secret organization, who don’t
actually know he’s a kid. Jarlburg,
Bruno’s assistant is the only one who
knows and he isn’t talking. Bruno can’t
let anyone find out how smart he is, or
he might have to go to college and
give up his sideline. With adventure,
mystery, intrigue and today’s
homework waiting for him, cool Bruno
gets to go where no kid has ever gone
before.

It’s always hard for a little boy to be
separated from his mother by an
ocean. When Marco’s mother stops
writing to him from Argentina, the
sturdy and enterprising little Italian boy
decides to go and find her. This is just
the start of an eventful and turbulent
journey that sees him stowing away
across the Atlantic, to Brazil and
Argentina, up the Rio Plata and across
the pampas. His travels are packed
full of fun and excitement. Although
he never loses sight of his goal, he’s
much too lively to pass up the chance
for a good time with his new friends,
like Peppino the puppet master and
especially, Violetta. Finally, deep in
the remote pampas, Marco’s
persistence is rewarded when he finds
his sick mother and, with the help of
his friends, brings her back to Italy.

Produced by Film Roman in association with
Flying Heart, Nickelodeon UK
Production year: 1996

A little boy embarks on an adventurefilled journey to find his mother.

NZ on Air and Flying Bark Productions Pty Ltd,
Created by Jim Mora & Brent Chambers for

Produced by Nippon Animation

Traction Inc

Production years: 1976–1977

Production year: 2006
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In this fish-out-of-water tale twins,
Stanley & Mary Jane Staines, discover
a whole other world in the drains
below our feet. A world of bizarre and
mutant creatures who populate the
murky depths. A once stable world,
the equilibrium between the good
creatures and the bad guys has
recently been disturbed. Now the
good guys are under threat;
someone, or something is organising
the otherwise hopeless baddies. It
becomes the mission of Stanley and
Mary Jane, to balance their aboveground lives with their job in the drains;
trying to find the source of the threat
that might not just destroy the drains,
but could see the whole world go
down the spout!

Animation

Marco

Animation

A combination of unique comic style,
quirky characters and action-filled
stories with a subtle ecological
message.

Bruno the Kid

Castillo
Animation

Pigs next Door
26 x 24'

Animation

6–9

Studio 100
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Animation

Frog & Friends
13 x 24'

10 – 13

Animation

26 x 7'

4–7

HD

Castillo may seem like a normal
dragon from the Middle Ages, but
beware of his inventions!

The new neighbours are causing quite
a stir out in the suburbs! Little wonder,
since they are the only pigs around…

An inspired creation – plain, green
and with a thoughtful dignity
celebrating the power of friendship.

Castillo is a young dragon who brings
life to the Middle Ages with his thirst for
knowledge and his incredible
inventions. When Castillo invents a
firemaker, the church accidentally
burns down. To help the Abbot print
his new book, Castillo invents potato
printing as well as a new clock tower
for the church using cuckoo clocks
from Switzerland. Perhaps Castillo’s
greatest invention though, is made
when the palace chef accidentally
drops some fruit salad on a newly
developed air conditioner; hey presto,
the world’s first ice cream. In his
adventures, Castillo always creates
some unexpected solutions for the
problems of his village.

When a farmer decides to move, he
gives his land to his loyal pigs: father
Phil, mother Clara and their two little
piglets, Chuckie and April. But Phil,
feeling himself drawn to a higher
calling, insists on offering his children
the chance of a good education, so
he persuades his family to sell the farm
and move to the city. No sooner said
than done and before long the pig
family have settled into their new
surroundings. Phil finds a job as a car
salesman, while Clara gets interested
in fashion and the kids of course go to
school. You wouldn’t notice anything
out of the ordinary if it weren’t for the
fact they’re the only pigs in the
neighbourhood, an area inhabited,
exclusively, by human beings!

Frog and his friends share a general
belief in loyalty, honesty, trust and
friendship. Their adventures centre in a
humorous way on a philosophical
theme with always a happy ending.
Frog focuses on the skills children need
growing up. The series is based on the
award winning picture books by Max
Velthuijs.

Produced by Studio 100 Media, Victory Media
Group and Madbox Filmtrick GmbH

Produced by

Production year: 1996

Season 1: Studio 100 Media, Fox Kids
International Programming in association with
Magma Films
Season 2: Studio 100 Media and Magma Films
Production years: 2000–2001
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Produced by Telescreen
Production year: 2008

Flower Stories
Animation

Twipsy
13 x 12'

3–5
Welcome to the enchanted garden, a
place full of miracles, fantastic
surprises and fascinating fun.

Production years: 1973–1974

Explore cyberspace and find out just
how interactive the Internet can be!
Meet Twipsy, a burst of energy who
has been living and working in
cyberspace since it began back in
1969. His friend Nick Walker is a kid
who has been living and playing in
the real world since he was born 13
years ago. Neither expected to meet
the other until a freak computer
accident brought them together. Join
Twipsy, Nick, Nick’s sister Lissie, and
their neighbour Albert, on some
exciting adventures in both the virtual
and real worlds.

Animation

26 x 24'

7 – 13
Based on the immensely successful
children’s books by Anders Jacobsen
and Sören Olsson, this highly original
animated series guarantees lots of fun
and laughter, based on Tosh’s very
special take on life.
In 9-year-old Tosh’s life nothing out of
the ordinary ever happens. At least
that’s how it seems to him. What he
doesn’t see is his real talent for getting
himself and others into lots of trouble
without even realising it. He’s a little
casanova who does anything to melt
the heart of his latest crush. Even his
eccentric family is sometimes a little
bemused by Tosh’s early maturity.

Produced by Junior Produktions GmbH
in association with Estudio Mariscal

Produced by Studio100 Media, Happy Life

Production years: 1999–2000

Animation, Magma Films
Production year: 2001
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Produced by Richard Price TV and TaurusFilm

52 x 13' or 26 x 24'

7 – 13

Animation

Silk and Lawn are two children who
love the enchanted garden. Every
day, they experience incredible
adventures playing with the creatures
who live there, like the elf king, a sad
dragon, an elephant with a bad
memory, and James, the big black
cat who has a reputation for playing
pranks.

Animation

The World of Tosh

The Cramp Twins
Animation

104 x 11'

8 – 12

Animation

Season 1: 52 x 11'
Season 2: 52 x 11'

Studio 100
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This is a comical offbeat series,
following the different twins Wayne
and Lucien and giving proof that:
Opposites attack!!!
Based on two graphic comic novels
by Brian Wood, “The Cramp Twins” is
the story of Wayne and Lucien
Cramp, 10 year old twins who are not
at ALL alike. The Cramp Twins are
almost total opposites and…
opposites attack!

The Brothers Flub
Animation

Bamboo Bears
26 x 30'

5–8
A pair of alien brothers travel through
the universe delivering packages to
different planets…
Crazy brothers Fraz and Guapo Flub
are interstellar delivery boys, flying off
in their ship to deliver bizarre
packages to even more bizarre
planets The ‘Brothers Flub’ combines
classic character-based comedy with
bold, innovative design.
Produced by Sunbow Productions
Production year: 1999

Animation

52 x 24'

5–8
“Bamboo Bears” creates a unique
way of introducing children to the
important meaning of a responsible
approach to environmental issues.
Meet Slo-Lee, Bamboo-Lee, Dah-Lin
and Ai-Ai: The Bamboo Bears. Their
series is light-hearted and thrilling while
contributing to both the
understanding of nature and to the
growing realization that the
carelessness regarding nature and
animals has to stop. In each episode
the Bamboo Bears come to rescue an
endangered species!

Produced by Sony Music Entertainment Inc.,

Produced by Pri-Mation Media B.V.

Cartoon Network Europe, TV-Loonland AG

in co-production with Mitsui Co. Ltd. 4D,

Production years: 2003, 2004

Marina, TF1, ZDF and TVE
Production year: 1995
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Babar – King of the
Elephants
Animation

1 x 80'

5–7

13 x 30'

5 – 10

Animation

26 x 11'

4–7

A journey that sends you ‘legendhopping’ through the epic myths and
legends of the world!

They look different. They think
different. They act different. They’re
something else.

Fly with Pegasus, fight St George’s
Dragon and explore the Lost City of
Atlantis. The Brother and sister team,
Nick and Lisa, discovers a magical
cave that takes them on a
breathtaking “legend hopping”
adventure…

“Something Else” follows the
unpredictable adventures of two
inseparable friends who couldn’t be
more different from each other, and
everybody else for that matter!
Produced by Teleimagination, TV-Loonland,
Studio B Productions

Produced by D’Ocon Films and

Production year: 2002

Sony Music Entertainment
Production year: 2000

Produced by Nelvana, Home Made Movies S.A.,
TMO-Loonland Film, The Clifford Ross Company
Production year: 1998
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King Babar is a charming and
charismatic elephant, leader and
founder of the beautiful and happy
kingdom of Celesteville. In a dusty
corner of the attic, his three children
discover their father’s magical map.
To their great suprise, Babar agrees to
take his family on an adventure
around the world.

Animation

Something Else

Animation

This is the classic Jean and Laurent de
Brunhoff story about an elephant that
learns that even in a life full of
misfortunes, one must never be
discouraged.

Wondrous
Myths and Legends

Hoyt’n Andy’s
Sportsbender
Animation/LA

Metalheads
13 x 30'

Animation

10 – 19

Studio 100
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Animation

The Fantastic Flying
Journey
26 x 12' or 13 x 30'

6 – 11

Animation

13 x 30'

5–7

HD

Meet the funniest sports presenters in
the universe, working for All Sport
Network – and never forget them
again...

This imaginative and visually unique
comedy series combines Monty
Python with the “Knights of the Round
Table”.

Based on a children’s book, the series
stays true to the book’s spirit:
imagination, adventure, respect and
generating a desire for travel.

From the creators of the classic series
“Doug” comes primetime madness
and mayhem! Sports commentators
Hoyt’n Andy air their own opinions
about the games and well…. anything
else that’s on their minds! Using both
animation and live action sports
footage “Hoyt’n Andy” are in a
league of their own.

A motley crew of five clumsy kids have
set their hearts on becoming
honourable knights. They attend
Metalhead Academy, a school for
budding knights in armour, run by the
addlebrained academic Sir Fuddleby
in the grounds of a cracked-up castle.
And there’s always plenty of trouble
and strife left in their wake...

This charming and marvellous mix of
adventure and wonder will capture
the imagination of children
everywhere. Based on the classic
book by Gerald Durrell, it tells the story
of Great Uncle Lancelot and three
children, who embark on a breathtaking journey around the world in a
fabulous flying machine.

Produced by Sunbow Entertainment

Produced by Telemagination, TV-Loonland

Produced by TV-Loonland, Two Sides TV

Production year: 1995

Production year: 2003

Production year: 2001
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The Beginner’s Bible
Animation

13 x 30'

5 – 10

Fat Dog Mendoza
Animation

26 x 30'

8 – 12

With vivid animation and heartwarming songs, these 13 timeless tales
of courage and faith introduce
children to moral values in a fun and
light-hearted manner. Animated by
the award-winning Jumbo Pictures
and MGM Animation, The Beginner’s
Bible series will fascinate and delight
children as they discover the greatest
stories ever told.

Ten year old Superhero wannabe
Buddy and his canine mentor Fat Dog
Mendoza are learning to be heroes in
a neighborhood where nothing is
quite as it seems… across the street is
ancient Rome and three blocks over
are the nuclear testing grounds. But
Fat Dog Mendoza knows just what to
do!

52 x 11'

8 – 11
An animated series that follows the
out-of-this-world, fast-paced
adventures of three extraordinary
orphans with tremendous
superpowers.
Join Meg, Derrick, and Buck as they
naively protect Your City from evil and
boredom. The Mega Babies drool,
slobber and pout under the
supervision of trusty Nurse Lazlo. With a
large dose of savvy baby humour,
these fast paced adventures reach
MEGA proportions – It’s sick, it’s
twisted and it’s yucky!

Produced by TV-Loonland,
Produced by Jumbo Pictures, Inc.,

Sunbow Entertainment

Produced by Ciné-Groupe, Sony Wonder,

Sony Music Entertainment,

Production year: 2003

Landmark Entertainment Group

Time Life Video & Television

Production year: 1999

Production year: 1995
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Follow Fat Dog and his pal Little
Costumed Buddy as they explore the
universe and fight crime in
Neighborhood X.

Animation

Animation

Based on the best-selling children’s
Bible, this series brings together the
Bible’s most enduring stories in a
delightful way.

Mega Babies

Angel Wings
Animation

Donner
13 x 11'

5–7

Animation

A trio of heavenly heroes is sent on a
mission to help kids on Earth discover
the right thing, without revealing their
true identity.

Studio 100
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The young angels Rachel, Josh and
Sammy are “The Angel Wings”. Their
task is to keep all kids safe from both
physical and moral danger! These kids
aren’t the only ones learning – the
Winged Trio, representing Love,
Knowledge and Action, attempts to
understand the peculiar behaviour of
humans!
Produced by Sony Wonder Productions,
Sunbow Entertainment
Production year: 1999
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CGI

Little Ghosts
1 x 30'

Family
Donner is a non-traditional Christmas
special about one reindeer’s badlytimed identity crisis.

Animation

39 x 7' or 13 x 30'

5 – 10
The World of the Little Ghosts is the
world of a child’s imagination –
without parents, teachers, school –
none of the usual boundaries for kids.

Poor Donner! He’s not like Santa’s
other reindeer. Everyone knows what
a Dancer is, or a Comet, or a Cupid…
But what’s a Donner? This nontraditional Christmas special is
produced in a distinctive blend of
hand drawn images brought to life by
computer generated 3D animation.

Based on the best-selling books by
Jacques Duquennoy, published in
France, UK, Germany, Japan and the
USA, this charming series explores the
magical world of four young ghosts
who live and play in a huge, rambling
castle.

Produced by Sunbow Entertainment

Produced by Telemagination, TV-Loonland

Production year: 2001

Production year: 2001

Pongwiffy
Animation

Redwall
26 x 12'

6 – 11

Animation

Yvon of the Yukon
39 x 30'

8 – 14

Pongwiffy is a witch of dirty habits who
considers her smell to be part of her
considerable charm. An exuberant
and enthusiastic witch, Pongwiffy is
hectic, driven and tirelessly energetic.
Most of Pongwiffy’s hair-brained ideas
seem perfectly logical to her, even
though they are perfectly crazy to
everyone else.

Based on the “Tales of Redwall” by
Brian Jacques that have captured the
dedication of millions of readers
worldwide.

Produced by Telemagination, TV-Loonland
Production year: 2002

The world of Redwall Abbey, home to
a group of gentle mice, is threatened
by an army of savage rats who seek
to destroy this peaceful community.
Based on the popular book by Brian
Jacques, this powerful tale of fantasy,
courage and adventure is sure to
capture the imaginations of children
everywhere.

Season 1: 13 x 30'
Season 2: 13 x 30'
The series won the 2002 Leo Award for
Best Youth of Children’s Program and
director Greg Sullivan was awarded
Best Director.
14-year old Tommy battles boredom in
small town Upermukluk by unleashing
crazy Yvon (trapped in an icy prison
for 300 years) on the unsuspecting
townspeople. With Yvon around, life
for Tommy becomes a lot more
exciting than snowboarding and
listening to tunes…
Produced by TV-Loonland, Alliance Atlantis,
Studio B Productions Inc.

Produced by TV-Loonland, Nelvana

Production years: 2000–2001

Production years: 2000–2001
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Season 1: 13 x 30'
Season 2: 13 x 30'
Season 3: 13 x 30'

26 x 30'

8 – 14

Animation

An animated sitcom about a group of
dysfunctional witches based on the
best-selling books by Kaye Umansky.

Animation

Timothy Tweedle
Animation

Rudi and Trudi
1 x 60'

Animation

Family

Studio 100
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A tiny young elf learns that by thinking
big, big things will follow, and by not
allowing his small size to discourage
him.
Timothy Tweedle is tired of being told
that he is too small to help the other
Elves in their work. When a storm hits
the village, Timothy decides to go
looking for his missing Grandfather to
prove his worth!
Produced by Sony Wonder,

Animation

Santa Mouse and
the Ratdeer
26 x 11'

4–7
Adventurous stories about an unlikely
friendship of very independent
characters.

Animation

1 x 30'

Family
A little mouse knows how to restore
the spirit of Christmas. The special is
based on the children’s book by
Thacher Hurd.

Mischievous young raven Rudi and
cautious cat Trudi, make an unlikely
friendship, but whenever this intrepid
duo is together, amazing adventures
are just around the corner… A
magical journey awaits Rudi & Trudi as
they fly to fantasy lands and mystical
places, making friends and laughs
along the way!

Whilst Rosie eagerly anticipates
Christmas morning, Santa Mouse has
grave doubts about the holiday. His
sleigh is missing and his ratdeer are
anything but excited about the trip
around the world. Can Rosie convince
Santa Mouse that Christmas is worth
saving?

Produced by TV-Loonland, ZDF Enterprises, ZDF tivi

Produced by Sony Wonder, Studio B, Fox Family

Production year: 2005

Production year: 2000

Balmur Entertainment Ltd.
Production year: 2000
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Santa’s Special Delivery
Animation

1 x 30'

Family
A heart-warming Christmas special for
kids and the whole family.

Production year: 1999

1 x 30'

Family
With delightful details of Inuit life this
universal story of the bond between
mother and child will capture the
imaginations – and the hearts – of the
entire family. Based on the acclaimed
book by Barbara M. Joosse.
In a distant northern land, a little Inuit
girl asks, “Mama, do you love me?”
The answer makes for a charming tale
of affection, adventure and wonder in
this magically animated adaptation
of the award-winning children’s book.
Set amid an arctic realm of
spellbinding beauty, the story follows
young Nyla as she disobeys her
mother – and journeys from village to
ice floe in search of her wayward
puppy. But as Nyla discovers, no
matter what mischief a child gets into,
a mother’s love is unconditional and
enduring.

Animation/LA

40 x 30'

4–7
The show centers on a young boy
named Salty, as he plays and learns
with his friends in a magical
lighthouse.
Meet Salty, an animated boy who
guides pre-schoolers through his
magical coastal world. Produced in
collaboration with renowned
educationalists, Salty’s Lighthouse is a
fun-packed learning adventure
integrating cell animation, live action
footage and original music.
Produced by TV-Loonland,
Sunbow Entertainment
Production year: 1999

Produced by Sony Wonder
Production year: 1999
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Produced by Sony Wonder, Millimages

Animation

Salty’s Lighthouse

Animation

Santa’s elves present him with a brand
new computer to keep track of who
has been good or naughty the
“modern way”. The plan backfires
when the computer ends up deleting
his list! Now Santa’s last hope is a
computer whizz kid who doesn’t
believe in Santa Claus.

Mama, do you love me?

Live Action
Studio 100
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House of Anubis
Live Action

115 half hours + feature

8 – 12

HD

Season 1: 60 x 12'; Season 2: 90 x 12';
Season 3: 40 x 22'; Separate feature: 1 x 69'
In England’s most exclusive boarding school everyone
has something to hide…
A group of teenagers are living together in a school boarding house during secondary school. Each has their own story,
their own history and their own path to maturity. The series not only tells stories of love, happiness and fun, but also of
loneliness, sadness and jealousy. Here is a group of boys and girls that all kids would love to be part of.... Until a new
resident uncovers a great mystery, exposing the shocking, secret history of the house. They quickly realize they’d have
been better off leaving it alone…
Click here for trailers
Produced by Nickelodeon and Studio 100
Production years: 2011, 2012, 2013
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Ghost Rockers
Live Action

209 x 12'

8 – 12

HD

Season 1: 53 x 12', Season 2: 5
 2 x 12',
Season 3: 52 x 12', Season 4: 52 x 12'
For Jonas, Mila, Jimmy, Charlie and Alex, five teenagers with big dreams and raw musical talent, the DAM Academy
is the place to be.
The five students are soon confronted with the other excellent and better performing students, who treat them in
a nasty way. For all the pupils they swiftly belong to the ’losers’-club until they explore a room in the basement which is
haunted by the spirit of old legendary rockers... Jonas, Mila, Jimmy, Charlie and Alex form a rock group The Ghost Rockers
and practice together in this mysterious rehearsal room. From now on they get help from the invisible spirits of the
’Freebirds’, a rock band that died in a plane crash some years ago.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 NV, in association with Ketnet
Production years: 2014–2017
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Kosmoo
Live Action

39 x 25'

6–9

HD

Season 1: 13 x 25', Season 2: 13 x 25', Season 3: 13 x 25'
A new hero is born! This dog fights crime like no one else!
Robbe lives in a house boat with his parents, in which his bedroom can be transformed into a secret control center, from
which Ellis and Robbe follow Kosmoo’s activities. They monitor what he hears and sees and can steer him as well. Because
Kosmoo is bionic, he is very quick and powerful in his movements. Robbe’s parents Esther and Markus don’t know that
Kosmoo is no longer a normal dog. Robbe keeps this a secret to prevent that Kosmoo gets into the wrong hands and
might be used as a weapon. After Robbe, Ellis and Kosmoo apprehend any villains, they hand them over to the police,
who are unaware of Kosmoo’s bionic powers.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 NV
Production years: 2015, 2016–2017, 2017
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The Night Watch
Live Action

52 x 25'

8 – 12

HD

Season 1: 13 x 25', Season 2: 1
 3 x 25',
Season 3: 13 x 25', Season 4: 13 x 25'
A mysterious gang of teenagers fights
every fairy-tale creature using their
own exceptional powers.

Live Action

Welcome to the village of Dusky Lake
– a place where time stood still and
where people are a little bit odd.
Dusky Lake is a place where strange
things happen – and a portal to the
underworld. Strange and fabulous
creatures regularly show up and only
one thing is certain: they do not have
good intentions. Fortunately three
guardians are ready to protect the
human world from harm: The Night
Watch. The Night Watch is a group of
three teenagers: Wilko, Vladimir and
Keelin who do what all ordinary
teenagers do – but when the working
day is done, the Night Watch defeats
the evil beings. But first they need to
learn a lot more about the many
mythical creatures that cross their
path: mermen, mummies, cyclopes
and others. What makes these
guardians so special? They are
mythical creatures themselves, Wilko is
a werewolf, Vladimir a vampire and
Keelin an elf with magical powers.
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Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100 NV,
in association with Ketnet
Production years: 2015–2018
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The Adventures of
Lolly Laffalot
Live Action

39 x 12’

6–9

HD

Live Action

Season 1: 13 x 12’,
Season 2: 13 x 12’, Season 3: 13 x 12’,
Spin-off: Lolly Knows-a-lot, 8 x 10’

Rox
Live Action

52 x 25'

6 – 12

HD

Studio 100
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Lolly spends most of her spare time at
home with her best friends Cara and
Marx. Hardly surprising, as her father
Lex is an inventor and Lolly’s house is
a great place to play.

Season 1: 13 x 25'; Season 2: 13 x 25'; Season 3: 13 x 25'; Season 4: 13 x 25'
Failure is not an option! These special agents accomplish even the trickiest
missions!
ROX (Riding On Oxygen) is the story of Rick, Olivia and Xavier. Young, highly
motivated and very talented they drive ROX, an exceptional car that’s simply
out of this world. Authorised to work for their country in order to prevent and
solve crimes, they get their instructions from their boss, the Colonel, with the
constant briefing: “Failure is not an option”. Powerful and intelligent ROX, a
biological supercar powered by oxygen, is part of their invincible team. Together
they face and endure all the challenges thrown at them, even when normal
government resources have failed.

Most of the time her dad Lex is away
and often sends his daughter new
inventions to try out, to help her and
her friends or for some other reason.
The thing is – something always goes
wrong with these experiments. Marx
thinks all inventions are cool, while
Cara is more skeptical and is afraid of
everything. But together they have
loads of fun!
Produced by Studio 100 NV, co-producer
Studio 100 TV

Produced by Studio Studio 100
Production year: 2011
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Production year: 2016

Hotel 13
Live Action

176 x 12' + 1 x 50'

8 – 14

HD

Season 1: 120 x 12'; Season 2: 56 x 12'; Separate feature: 1 x 50'
Strap yourself in for a fantastic holiday adventure filled with friendship, first love and time travelling.

Live Action

Six totally different teenagers, meet at Hotel 13, a lovely art nouveau building beside the sea. Tom and Anna have applied
for a holiday job at the hotel, Flo is an apprentice in the kitchen, Victoria is a spoilt guest, and Jack is the son of the hotel
owner. The group is finally complete when Anna’s friend Liv arrives. Tom has his own reasons for having a holiday job. He
gets a mysterious message and has to find Room 13, but it’s easier said than done, as it appears Room 13 doesn’t actually
exist! The search begins and includes a fantastic holiday adventure filled with friendship, fun and first love.
Click here for trailers
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Produced by Studio 100 NV and Studio 100 Media
in co-operation with Nickelodeon Nothern Europe
Production years: 2012–2013
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The Nestling
Live Action

6 x 53'

Family

Live Action

The touching story of a sheltered
childhood in Germany before the First
World War. Based on the wonderful
novel by Else Ury.
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Emil in Loenneberga

Studio 100

Live Action

13 x 25' + 3 x 90'

Family

HD

Series: 13 x 25'
Features edited from the series: 3 x 90'
Prankster Emil always gets himself into trouble but with his irresistible charm, who
could ever be mad at him?

School’s out! Annemarie usually gets
top honours, but her marks for
orderliness and good behaviour are
not great. In truth, she’s a kindhearted, lively little girl with a passion
for dolls, but somehow she’s always
getting into trouble. And even if her
little pranks cause disruption for her
family, they all forgive her, because in
return Annemarie radiates sunshine
wherever she goes.
Produced by TV 60 Film

5-year-old Emil always means well, but somehow he also always seems to end
up causing trouble! And if it’s not him, it’s his pet piglet.
Whether Emil covers his sister with ink, catches his father in a rat trap or puts a
basket of crabs beside his parent’s bed, because he never does it deliberately,
there’s little point in being mad at him. But we can be certain the next prank is
sure to happen!
Produced by RM Arts and Svensk Filmindustrit
Production year: 1971
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Production years: 1983–1984

Pippi Longstocking
Live Action

21 x 28' + 4 x 90'

Family

HD

Series: 21 x 28'
4 features edited from the series:
4 x 90'
Discover the all time classic story of
the strongest girl in the world. Based
on Astrid Lindgren’s most famous
character.

Live Action

Pippi, the daughter of Captain
Longstocking, is like no other little girl
in the world. She’s stronger than any
muscleman, smarter than any adult
around and, even better, she can stay
up as long as she wants! She lives in
Villa Villekulla with her monkey “Mr.
Nilsson”, her horse “Horse”, and a
treasure chest full of gold. Her best
friends Tommy and Annika think she’s
fantastic. The town’s boring and
unimaginative adults are not quite so
sure. For example, Mrs. Prysselius
thinks Pippi belongs in an orphanage.
Pippi is always getting into trouble,
whether at school, on the ski slope or
at the horse fair, you can always
count on Pippi to add excitement to
everyday events, and turn exciting
events into unforgettable adventures.
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Click here for trailers
Produced by AB Svensk Filmindustri,
Sveriges Radio, Beta Film, Iduna Film
Production years: 1968–1970
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Bumba
Live Action

150 x 5' + 50 x 5'

Preschool

This preschool phenomenon from the Benelux takes toddlers to the exiting circus life.
Bumba the clown takes us on some fabulous circus adventures, accompanied by his funny friends, Bambalu the clown,
Nandu the bear, Zazati (Bumba´s Asian friend), Tumbi the elephant, Pantuf the rhino and Kiwi the bird. They perform all
sorts of circus acts in a colourful setting. Bumba and his friends speak a fantasy language all of their own whilst a narrator
helps explain what’s going on.
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100
Production year: 2011
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Big & Small
78 x 11'

4–7

HD

Studio 100

Live Action

Season 1: 52 x 11'; Season 2: 26 x 11'
Big & Small are living proof that fun and friendship come in different sizes.
Big & Small’ explores the adventures of two pals who are very different but still best friends. Big lived happily alone in his
cozy house in the country, but when Small arrives he realises he’s been missing someone to share his life with, even if it is
somebody who turns his world upside down! Whilst Big is a dreamer, who is considerate, thoughtful and fair, Small is
extrovert, exuberant, loud and dramatic. Their difference in size gives them different perspectives on the world. Big is totally
comfortable in his house and garden. He loves to stare at the stars and he’s always inventing fabulous machines, whereas
for Small, the world is a never-ending adventure. Racing around in his toy car, exploring a mouse’s hole or tickling frogs!
Their special friendship is defined by their differences, but it’s strong and genuine, and includes plenty of kindness,
tolerance and laughter.
Click here for trailers
Produced by
Season 1: Kindle Entertainment, 3 J’s Entertainment, BBC, Studio 100 in association with Treehouse TV
Season 2: Kindle Entertainment, BBC, Sixteen South, Studio 100
Production years: 2008–2011
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Mega Mindy
Live Action

39 x 26'

6 – 12

HD

Live Action

Season 1: 13 x 26'
Season 2: 13 x 26'
Season 3: 13 x 26'

64

Amika
Live Action

Studio 100

Slightly geeky and clumsy girl Mo
escapes her daily routine at the police
station by combating evil as
superhero “Mega Mindy”.

156 x 12'

8 – 14

HD

Season 1: 52 x 12'
Season 2: 52 x 12'
Season 3: 52 x 12'
Rivalry, burning ambition, friendship, love and the search for happiness.
Muriel has a new job at the “The Horse Ranch” riding school. Every day, as she
cleans out the stables and brushes the horses, she actually dreams of becoming
a show jumping champion just like her mother. Always in the shadow of the
popular and successful Marie-Claire, Muriel becomes good friends with
stableboy John who helps her to secretly train with Amika, in preparation for the
upcoming jumping competition. When Marie-Claire finds out, Amika mysteriously
disappears just before the competition… Will this be the end of Muriel’s dream?
Produced by Studio 100
Production years: 2008–2010

Mo works at the local police station in
a small village. Nobody takes any
notice of her, because everyone
thinks she’s little bland with not much
to say. Her boss, McGrane, doesn’t
even let her finish her sentences! He
thinks she’s stupid and clumsy, and
shouldn’t work in a police station. But
Mo is not what she seems; she’s Mega
Mindy! A full-blown super hero with a
cape and a shiny suit, combating
crime and quickly disappearing
afterwards. Thanks to Granddad
Sparkle, who invented a machine that
can turn Mo into Mega Mindy for 30
minutes, that’s just enough time to
catch the bad guys. Mo is desperately
in love with Toby, her handsome
colleague at the police station, but
Toby only has eyes for Mega Mindy.
Produced by Studio 100
Production year: 2006
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Galaxy Park
Live Action

156 x 12'

10 – 14

HD

Season 1: 52 x 12'; Season 2: 52 x 12'; Season 3: 52 x 12'
It started as a normal holiday job in an amusement park, but everything changes for the six teenagers when a rumour
starts that there’s an alien among them ….
Six teenagers working at an extraordinary amusement park during their holidays are experiencing the summer of their lives.
But there quickly seems to be more to Galaxy Park than at first appears… Nobody’s aware there’s an alien in their
immediate vicinity on a mission to take six young people to the planet Exo, so the inhabitants of the planet can study their
“human emotions”. Rumours start when strange things start to happen. Who knows one of the teenagers is an alien? And
which one is it? Believers and skeptics are completely baffled…
Click here for trailers
Produced by Studio 100
Production years: 2011–2013

Live Action
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Fairy Tale Collection:
Cinderella

Live Action
Studio 100

Fairy Tale Collection:
Sleeping Beauty

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Family

HD

Family

HD

Family

HD

A poor girl, her evil stepsisters, and the
prince who combs the country in
search of the foot to fit the glass shoe.

66

Fairy Tale Collection:
Snow White

Young Cinderella is treated with
contempt by her stepmother and her
two stepsisters. One day, the King
invites all the unmarried young girls in
his realm to a ball, which will last for
three days. One of the girls will be
chosen to become the Prince’s bride.
Cinderella’s evil stepsisters do
everything they can to prevent her
from going to the ball, but a magic
spell which expires at midnight,
enables Cinderella to appear at the
ball, where she enchants the Prince.
Because Cinderella disappears every
night at 12 o’clock without revealing
her identity, the Prince has the palace
staircase covered with sticky pitch on
the final evening of the ball and one
of Cinderella’s golden slippers remains
stuck on a step. The Prince then
searches the entire land until he finally
finds his Cinderella.
Produced by Omnia Film, Toro Film

If it wasn’t for the wicked Queen’s
curse, Snow White and the 7 dwarfs
would be able to lead a happier,
carefree life in the forest.

Bewitched by an evil fairy, this
princess falls into a deep sleep for 100
years. Where is the brave young
prince who will wake her?

Before leaving his court to join a
crusade, the King entrusts his beautiful
daughter Snow White to the young
Court Jester. But as soon as the King
leaves, the Queen banishes her hated
stepdaughter. One day a mysterious
Black Knight appears with a magic
mirror for the King. Bewitched by the
Queen’s beauty the Knight disobeys
his orders and gives it to her instead.
The “mirror mirror on the wall” is forced
to serve not only the Queen’s vanity,
but also her wicked plan to eliminate
Snow White. The plan fails and Snow
White escapes into the woods, where
she finds refuge with the Seven
Dwarfs. The Queen forces the magic
mirror to tell her where Snow White is
hiding and kills her with a poisoned
apple. But the Court Jester joins forces
with the Black Knight to save Snow
White and brings his beloved back to
life with a kiss.

The King and Queen have invited all
their newborn daughter’s fairy
godmothers to celebrate her birth. All
except one. Resentful and hurt, this
fairy godmother curses the young
Princess, predicting her death at the
age of 15. Terrified of losing their
daughter, the King and Queen raise
the Princess practically as a prisoner
within the castle. Shortly before her
fifteenth birthday, the Princess falls in
love with young Prince William and
realizes that she has been forced to
live a life of illusion. On her birthday,
she pricks her finger, exactly as the evil
godmother had predicted. But the
curse has been weakened and the
Princess falls into a deep sleep. Many
years later a Prince arrives at the
castle and awakens her to a new life
with a gentle kiss. Now the entire court
can celebrate the liberating power of
true love.

Produced by Omnia Film, Eurokim

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba

Production year: 1991

Production year: 1989

Production year: 1988
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Fairy Tale Collection:
The Frog Prince

Fairy Tale Collection: The
Emperor’s New Clothes

Fairy Tale Collection:
Mother Holle

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Family

HD

Family

HD

Family

HD

One of the Brothers Grimm’s most
popular fairy tales in which frogs are
not always what they appear to be…

Production year: 1991

Everyone knows that Mother Holle
commands the seasons. When she
shakes her feather bed, snow-flakes
float down to earth; when she plays
the organ, storms brew on land and
sea, and with a mirror she paints
rainbows across the sky. After saving
little boy Jacob’s life, Mother Holle
takes the boy home to her enchanted
world. While gazing into Mother Holle’s
crystal ball, Jacob gets interested in
life on earth and young Elisabeth. He
witnesses the girl’s sadness and is filled
with anger when he observes how
Elisabeth’s wicked stepmother and
her silly daughter torture the poor girl
with nasty tricks. One day Jacob
leaves Mother Holle’s domain and flies
down to earth to help Elisabeth but
gets both of them in trouble.
Watching from above, Mother Holle
decides to intervene and rescues the
lives of Jacob and Elisabeth.
Produced by Omnia Film,
Slovenska Film Tvorba, MR-Film

Produced by Omnia Film, MiroFilm

Production year: 1984

Production year: 1993
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Produced by Omnia Film, Kim Euromedia

Manipulated by his greedy aunt the
Duchess, the Emperor leads an empty,
vacuous life. Focusing all his energy on
clothing, he literally embodies his
belief in the saying “clothes make the
man”. To finance the Emperor’s
fashion fetish, the Duchess imposes
ever higher taxes and requires
everyone to purchase a “clothes
badge”. Weaver Maria and her
daughter are too poor to afford one
and end up in prison. Moved by this
incident, the Emperor’s fashion
designer Lorenzo and the street urchin
Tobias join forces to free the two
women. After failing to expose the
Emperor’s folly, they decide to
“expose” the Emperor himself, with a
garment so exquisite and finely spun
that it is truly transparent. The Emperor
finally realizes how vain and selfish
he’s been, banishes his scheming aunt
and rewards Lorenzo, Tobias, Maria
and Jenny.

Mother Holle doesn’t just control the
weather and the seasons. She also
controls people’s fates.
Live Action

An age-old prophecy foresees
disaster if the young Princess does not
marry within the next year. But she
shuns her duties and prefers playing
sports and pranks. When she meets a
young Prince both fall in love and he
vows to be faithful to her. But when he
breaks his promise, the Princess’ good
fairy turns him into a frog. Though
heartbroken at his disappearance,
the Princess is convinced he will return
and rejects all her suitors. One day,
the Princess drops her golden ball into
a pond and a frog offers to fetch it for
her, if she promises to let him play, eat
and sleep with her. Once the ball is
retrieved, she also breaks her promise
and flees. But the frog is persistent and
the Princess’ kiss releases the Prince
from his curse. The couple has learned
that the key to happiness lies in faith,
trust and promises kept.

This hilarious tale takes an ironic look
at the subservient spirit and
encourages us to always see the
“naked” truth.

Live Action

Fairy Tale Collection:
Brave Little Tailor

Studio 100
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Fairy Tale Collection:
King Trushbeard

Fairy Tale Collection:
Blancaflor the Demon’s
Daughter

Live Action

1 x 90’

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 85'

Family

HD

Family

HD

Family

HD

“You have to believe in yourself to
succeed”, thinks Simon the tailor, and
he goes out into the world in search of
happiness.
Tailor Simon has had enough of
working for other people. One day he
ventures forth into the world to seek
his fortune. On his journey he’s
stopped by two giants who try to
scare him. Yet the smart Simon
outfoxes them and finally reaches the
kingdom of Arconia. Here, two
fiendish court schemers have terrified
the entire country by spreading the
rumour that the two giants are
fearsome monsters. However Simon
tells everyone how harmless they are.
People believe him and start to
protest against the high taxes raised
to stave off the alleged fearsome
giants. Simon is thrown into the tower
but fortunately, the bold tailor can rely
on the help of Princess Helena.
Through trickery and a slice of good
fortune, Simon proves his bravery to
her father the King and is awarded
with half the kingdom and the
marriage with Helena.

Only poverty can free the arrogant
princess of her conceit and open her
heart to true love.

Only true love can save Martin’s life,
when he challenges an evil demon to
a game of cards.

Princess Anna is truly beautiful.
Everyone who sees her falls instantly in
love with her. But the Princess is an
arrogant creature who merely
ridicules her admirers. Shocked by her
reputation and wickedness, young
king Michael decides to look at her
himself and falls in love with her
immediately. But as usual Anna rejects
his proposal disdainfully, claiming that
she would rather marry a beggar.
Upon hearing this, Anna’s father is so
embittered that he actually marries
her off to a beggar. From then on she
must live a miserable life, but
gradually begins to lose her pride and
falls in love with the tramp who is none
other than King Michael himself who
wants to help Anna become a better
Princess. When her “beggar” is
arrested and in danger Anna is
prepared to renounce everything for
him and finally knows what true love is.

Young peasant Martin is a passionate
card player. Luck and skill make him
so bold that he even challenges a
demon and wins the game. But the
demon is bitter and wants
vengeance. He compels Martin to
fulfil three demanding tasks in his
infernal domain. On his way to the
netherworld he falls in love with
Blancaflor, the demon’s daughter.
With the help of her magical powers
Martin successfully accomplishes two
tasks. Since the third task appears to
be impossible, Blancaflor sacrifices
herself to save Martin. Impressed by
the young man’s sorrow at the loss of
Blancaflor, the demon’s grandmother
releases the young girl. The two lovers
escape from the netherworld but
unbeknownst to Martin, the demon
switches Blancaflor with his second
daughter. Fortunately, just before their
wedding, the false Blancaflor is
exposed.

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba
Production year: 1984

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba
Production year: 1988
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Produced by Omnia Film, TVE
Production year: 1988

Fairy Tale Collection:
Magic Galoshes

Fairy Tale Collection:
Faithful John

Fairy Tale Collection:
The Three Golden Hairs
of the Sun King

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 84'

Family

HD

Family

HD

Family

HD

Three golden hairs of the Sun King are
the price for marrying the princess. But
no one has ever returned from this
journey alive.

Prince Martin’s people are being
oppressed by the gold-greedy dwarf
Aurus. To free his people the Prince
has to seize the source of the dwarf’s
power, the beautiful Mahalena, who
has been turned into a golden statue.
Accompanied only by his manservant, Faithful John, and with an
inherited and battered royal crown,
the Prince sets out in the dangerous
journey to rescue Mahalena, who the
Prince also wants to make his wife. The
secret of the old crown, which allows
its wearer to look into the future, is
known only to Faithful John. But
whoever reveals its secret turns to
stone. After rescuing Mahalena, on
their journey home, even greater
adventures await the trio than on the
outward journey. Mahalena is bitten
by a poisonous snake, Faithful John is
turned into stone and Prince Martin
almost sacrifices himself…

When his daughter is born, a King
learns of a prophecy which foretells
that Schwemmling, the son of a poor
charcoal burner, will one day marry
his new born daughter. The King
decides to change destiny by
ordering that the little boy be
drowned. But the plan is foiled by
the Sun King’s mother, who, as the
child’s godmother, is watching over
his fate. 18 years on and the King
meets the boy by chance. Once
again, the king tries to change the
path of fate but with the help of the
Sun King’s mother Schwemmling
survives and even marries the King’s
daughter. In a further attempt to rid
himself of his son-in-law, the King sends
Schwemmling to bring back three
golden hairs of the Sun King. Even
though no one has ever returned from
the realm of the Sun King,
Schwemmling succeeds and lives with
the princess happily ever after.

Produced by Omnia Film,
Slovenska Film Tvorba, MR-Film

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba

Production year: 1986

Production year: 1986

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovensky Film Koliba
Production year: 1982
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Do wishes coming true automatically
mean a happy end? The fairy of
Gaiety simply wants to bring a degree
of happiness to mankind. Always
cheerful, a perpetual optimist, she is
ready to do it by granting people their
hearts’ desire. On the other hand, the
fairy of Cares and Woes, is a doubter.
Nothing works out right in the end,
and no wish is fulfilled. The two fairies
(both of whom are played by one
actress) who are as different as night
and day from each other, decide on
a wager. A pair of old galoshes is
enchanted. From now on they will
have the power to fulfil the wishes of
anybody who happens to put them
on. But the enchanted footwear
cause turmoil and fail to make even
one of their bearers the slightest bit
happier. The fairies have to realize
that magic cannot guarantee a
happy life.

This story of true friendship comes to us
in a touching adaptation of one of the
most famous fairy tales by the Brothers
Grimm.

Live Action

Two fairies cause quite a stir in the city
of Copenhagen when they cast a
magic spell on a pair of old galoshes.

Live Action

Fairy Tale Collection:
Good-for-Nothing – The
Bravest Knight

Studio 100
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Fairy Tale Collection:
The Salt Prince

Fairy Tale Collection:
Little Claus and Big Claus

Live Action

1 x 80'

Live Action

1 x 85'

Live Action

1 x 83'

Family

HD

Family

HD

Family

HD

The princess only loves precious
stones. But after meeting Prince
Good-for-Nothing she finally finds
something ’real’ to love.

The king and his people are punished
for their love of gold. Once they
discover the true value of simplicity
they will be saved.

The princess is a beautiful young
maiden, but her heart is cold. To her
father’s despair, she loves nothing as
much as the jewels she’s found in an
enchanted valley. Little does she
know that the owner of the valley is
Beberich, King of the Underworld.
When, despite her father’s warnings,
she returns to the forbidden valley in
search of more jewels, she is taken
captive by Beberich. King Levoslav, a
friend of the princess’ father, sends
two of his sons to free the princess. But
neither the conceited Prince Geck nor
his gluttonous brother Prince Speck
are able to free the princess. Only
Levoslav’s third son, Prince Good-forNothing, finally outwits Beberich on a
secret mission and frees the princess.
After winning an additional
tournament against his brothers,
Prince Good-for-Nothing is allowed to
marry the princess.

The king has three daughters who he
wants to see married. Two of his
daughters, Princess Vanda and
Princess Barbara, are solely interested
in gold, jewels and splendor. His third
daughter, Princess Maruschka, has
been in love with the Salt Prince for a
long time. But the Salt Prince lives in
the underworld with his father, who
rules over the salt. Enraged by the
people who do not appreciate his
salt, the King of the underworld curses
the land and all the salt turns to gold.
At first, people are dazzled by their
new riches, but it is not long before
they are plagued with disease and
realize that salt is vital for their survival.
Maruschka travels to the underworld
and, after freeing the Salt Prince from
a curse, the two lovers return to
Maruschka’s home with good news:
Never again will the people lack salt.

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba
Production year: 1982

Back to Index

A tale about why greed is not always
the best way to become rich.
Little Claus and Big Claus live in the
same small village. The greedy Big
Claus has obtained his wealth and
social standing by marrying his rich
wife Dora. The poor but clever Little
Claus also accumulates a
considerable fortune by selling a
horsehide to a gullible miller for a
bushel of silver, claiming that the hide
confers magical powers on its owner.
Big Claus believes he can increase his
fortune in this way so he trades in four
horses for a dozen horsehides.
Unfortunately, he realizes too late this
is no way to earn money. Furious, he
decides to take revenge on Little
Claus, and tries repeatedly to kill him.
However, he only manages to fritter
away his entire fortune in the process.
Thanks to yet another trick, Little Claus
becomes the owner of the village inn
and marries Zora, the innkeeper’s
beautiful daughter.
Produced by Omnia Film,

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba

Slovenska Film Tvorba, MR-Film

Production year: 1982

Production year: 1987

Fairy Tale Collection:
The Travelling
Companion

Fairy Tale Collection:
The Water of Life

Fairy Tale Collection:
The False Prince

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Live Action

1 x 90'

Family

HD

Family

HD

Family

HD

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovensky Film

An oriental fairy tale about
appearance and reality.

The King has been cursed by a
sorcerer and metamorphosed into a
sickly old man. Only the Water of Life
can help him. The King’s three sons set
out to find this life giving water. The
eldest two are conceited and
self-centred. But Martin, the King’s
youngest son, is a kind and brave man
who does not give in to temptations.
He discovers a mysterious castle
where he finds the Water of Life and a
beautiful sleeping Queen. Although
Martin falls in love with the Queen, he
doesn’t forget his mission. Back home
his brothers use a trick to fool the King
and Martin by presenting themselves
as the rescuers of their father. One
year later the sleeping Queen arrives
and exposes the treachery of Martin’s
brothers. The King is moved and
acknowledges Martin as his son again
and the beautiful Queen and Martin
can finally get married.

Labakan is a lazy tailor. One day he
slips into the magnificent robe he has
just sewn for a pasha and runs away.
Dressed up in his new attire, Labakan
is delighted to find that people treat
him with honor and respect, things
which he has never known before.
When he meets another young man
named Omar, who comes from a
royal family, Labakan senses the
chance of a lifetime. Growing up in a
foreign court, Omar has not seen his
family since he was a baby and is now
on his way home to receive his
inheritance. Lakaban travels to
Omar’s parents and presents himself
as the Sultan’s lost son. When Omar
arrives as well, the royal family is
confused and puts both young men
to tests. Failing both tests, Labakan is
exposed and Omar, a truly great and
generous prince, allows Lakaban to
remain free instead of being
punished.

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba

Produced by Omnia Film, Slovenska Film Tvorba

Production year: 1987

Production year: 1984

Production year: 1990
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After his father’s death, young John is
forced to leave home and sets out to
see the world. Having found refuge in
a church one night, John prevents
two criminals from robbing the corpse
of a man who is to be buried the next
day. From that night on, a mysterious
stranger accompanies the young
man on his travels. One day, the two
companions arrive at a court ruled by
a heavy-hearted King whose
daughter is under the spell of the evil
Magnus. Together with his companion,
John braves Magnus and overcomes
several ordeals. After correctly
answering the princess’ three
questions, John breaks the spell and
kills the evil Magnus. The grateful King
gives John his daughter in marriage
and relinquishes the throne in his
favour. John’s travelling companion
bids him farewell, for John has shown
proof of his courage and maturity.

The king’s three sons go out into the
world in search of the healing water of
life for their sick father.

Live Action

The exciting adventures of a simple
boy who sets out to see the world, and
a mysterious stranger who joins him on
his travels.

The Princess and the
Pauper
Live Action

2 x 90'

Live Action

Family
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A two part fantasy fairy tale about
love, identity, and the barriers
between people that we have to learn
to overcome.

Princess Fantaghirò
Live Action

10 x 90'

Family

Heidi
Live Action

1 x 90'

8 – 14

This opulent, multi-part fantasy, with its
lavish sets and exciting images, is
based on a popular Tuscan fairy tale.

Filmed on location in the Alps, this
uniquely authentic “Heidi” brings the
classic story to real life!

Good King Hamil and his wife can’t
have children. But thanks to the
magical powers of Gamesh, a son is
finally born. Unfortunately the great
magician Epos disapproves and
switches the king’s new son with
Mirabella, the daughter of a poor
farmer. In the meantime, his real son
grows up in the poor farmer’s house,
together with another boy, who he
thinks of as his brother. Still worse,
neither Gamesh nor Epos knows which
of the two boys is the son of the king,
or the son of the poor farmer.

A tired old king wants nothing more
than to end the centuries old war with
the neighbouring kingdom, almost as
much as he yearns for the birth of a
son and heir. But his wife has a
daughter called Fantaghirò. Under
the protection of the White Witch, the
princess grows up to be a beautiful
and courageous young woman. She
can ride, fence and fight like a man.
To help her father, she disguises herself
as a nobleman and rides to fight
against Romualdo, the son of the
enemy king. But the opponents fall in
love with each other...

Children everywhere love Johanna
Spyri’s famous little orphan girl, Heidi.
They know all about Heidi’s life in the
wonderful Swiss Alps, her grumpy old
grandfather and her adventures with
the young shepherd Peter. And
everyone’s touched by the love and
care Heidi lavishes on little Clara who
spends her life in a wheelchair.

Produced by Mediaset, SAT.1, ANFRI,

Produced by ANFRI and Reteitalia S.P.A

TaurusFilm and M6 Metropole Television

Production year: 1991

Production year: 1997
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Produced by Sascha-Film
Production year: 1965

Princessia

Plop

Pirate Pete

Live Action

52 x 15'

Live Action

3–9

HD

3–7

After each new tutorial, a bit more
princessable…

Production year: 2014

Plop the gnome lives in the forest with
his gnome friends. Their lives revolve
around Plop’s Milk Inn, despite some
of their adventures taking them
beyond their familiar forest. The
situations they get themselves into are
universal and timeless.
Produced by Studio 100
Production year: 2004

52 x 5' + 1 x 85'

3–7
Series: 52 x 5'
Seperate feature: 1 x 85' (HD)
Get aboard with kind-hearted Pete
the Pirate and his crew and join them
on their treasure hunt.
Pete the Pirate is the handsome
captain of the pirate ship, “The
Crooked Cruiser”. Pete’s not a bad
pirate, like Captain Hook, he has a
heart of gold and comes from a long
line of pirates. His grandfather Charlie
Charles once discovered some
precious treasure and hid it in a safe
place. But he forgot to draw where
he’d hidden it on the treasure map, so
Pete the Pirate is stuck with a map but
no treasure. Together with his three
shipmates, Silent Steven, Graham
Gruel and Sturdy Stella, he sails the
seven seas hoping to find the missing
treasure one day. They’ve not been
successful so far, but are still having
lots of exciting and fun adventures
searching for it.
Produced by Studio 100
Production year: 2002
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Produced by Studio 100 NV

No one is ever bored in this magical
world. Join Plop and his friends in their
beautiful forest!

Live Action

Live Action

Princessia, a princess school in a land
far far away, is a place where five
future princesses learn how to behave
as a princess. They are taught about
etiquette, creativity, style, manners,
etc. But daily life of our princesses is
mainly filled with friendship, solidarity
and having a “princessely” lot of fun.
Each episode features a musical
moment such as a song which
portrays the princesses’ emotions or a
solution of a problem. All of the songs,
and their clips, are related to a
specific episode but can be used
separately as well.
Princessia is a fun TV series combined
with fun music!

52 x 5'

That Scatterbrain Booky
Live Action

1 x 30'

8 – 14

Live Action

A heart-warming story about a
family’s struggle to stay together
during the toughest of times.

Studio 100
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In 1932, Booky and her family suffer
hardships from the Great Depression.
She’s hungry all the time, her parents
fight constantly and soon they may be
evicted from their home. But Booky
has imagination and spirit, and she
keeps her family together through
those cold, hard times.

Wildside
Live Action

The Zack Files
13 x 30'

8 – 14
Season 2: 13 x 30'
Come face to face with a lion in Africa
or feed a polar bear at the local zoo.
It’s all here in this unique series.
Did you ever wonder why flamingos
are pink? Or why penguin’s feet don’t
freeze? Well, “Wildside” will give you
the answers to these and many more
burning questions.
Produced by Atlantis Films Ltd, Nickelodeon

Produced by Atlantis Films Ltd,
Moss Productions Inc
Production year: 1992

Production year: 1990

Live Action

52 x 24'

6 – 12
Based on the book series by Dan
Greenburg, the extraordinary wit,
extreme suspense and breathtaking
effects in this compelling live action
series guarantee entertainment of a
very different kind.
Zack Greenburg would almost
certainly be a normal 12-year-old if he
didn’t have a special gift that keeps
changing his everyday life into an
outrageous adventure trip. Spooky,
inexplicable, even ghostly
phenomena haunt him and make life
confusing. Trying to lead a normal
teenage life isn’t easy for Zack,
especially when he swallows invisible
ink that really does make him invisible,
and his father still insists he goes to
school. Or when he discovers a
parallel world behind his bathroom
closet and his alter ego Zeke swaps
roles with him.
Produced by Decode production and
Studio100 Media
Production years: 2000–2002
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Frankenstein’s Aunt
Live Action

7 x 52'

Family
Wouldn’t you love to spend the night
in a spooky castle with this bunch of
charming monsters?

Live Action

Wizzy & Woppy
1 x 97'

Family
An adventure film for children set in a
fascinating landscape.

Produced by Orca Prods, Cine-Action,

52 x 5'

preschool
Ever wondered what a pet shop is like
at night? These two mice will show you
their unknown night-time world.
Wizzy and Woppy are two small mice
who live in Mr. Bram’s pet shop. At
night, when Mr. Bram goes home, the
two mice sneak out of their cage and
have some fun with their friends Kasha
the parrot and Dongo the tortoise.
Follow these animal friends on their
night-time adventures in the pet shop.
Because the animals communicate in
their own fantasy language, a
narrator guides viewers through the
series, highlighting the friend’s feelings.

Les Productions Tele-Action, BetaFilm,
Canadian TV Cable Prods. Fund,

Produced by Studio 100

Telefilm Canada, Quebec Government,

Production years: 1999–2000

WIC Entertainment, Canadian Government
& Society and British Columbia Film

Produced by Ceskoslovensky Film and

Production year: 1997

Films du Sabre
Production year: 1986
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Set in the Eastern Townships of
Quebec in the 1920s, this is the story of
an important winter in the life of Sam
MacKenzie, a fatherless boy who
becomes friends with Kayla, the wild
dog. The twelve-year-old is the son of
famous Arctic explorer Samuel
Clearwater MacKenzie, and rescues
Kayla from angry farmers and then
trains him to be the lead runner in his
dogsled team...

Live Action

Live Action

When Aunt Hannah announces her
visit, her nephew Frankenstein doesn’t
make the castle any more
comfortable by throwing new
cobwebs in the corners. Instead, he
greets her with a new monster called
Albert, who is desperately looking for
a loving woman. With the enthusiastic
support of Frankenstein’s bizarre castle
spooks, Igor the 365-year-old servant,
the Werewolf, the White Lady and
even Count Dracula himself, Aunt
Hannah is able to make Albert’s
dream come true when he wins the
love of Klara, the apothecary’s
beautiful daughter.

Kayla

K3 – Original Series
Live Action

430 half hours

3 – 13

Live Action

13 Seasons comprising
430 half hours + 8 Features

Studio 100
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Meet the most successful toddler’s
pop band in the Benelux!
The three girls of K3, Karen, Kristel &
Kathleen, have created kid’s pop, an
incredible phenomenon in the
Benelux market. With fresh, ABBA like
songs, an original act and three strong
personalities, they’ve conquered the
hearts of young girls and their families
in record breaking numbers. 17 years
after their first single, the K3 girls are
more popular than ever, performing
the biggest gigs at the largest venues
in the Benelux, for more than 250,000
fans every year.
Produced by Studio100
Production years: 2003–2004

Hello K3
Live Action

39 x 25'

Live Action

6 – 11

HD

Family

Season 1: 13 x 26’
Season 2: 13 x 26’
Season 3: 13 x 26’
This cheerful sitcom centers on the
private life of the K3 girls apart from
their band activities.
Hello K3 is a sitcom about three lively
friends, flat mates Kristal, Karen and
Josje, their friendly neighbour and
self-appointed janitor Marcel,
handsome Bill who lives upstairs, and
Rosie the owner of the coffee bar
downstairs. The three girls from the
successful band K3 try to find a
balance between living a normal life
and being superstars. The three of
them all have a crush on the
awesome hottie Bill, but none of them
would ever do or say anything to
avoid trouble between themselves. As
well as dealing with their everyday
lives Kristal, Karen, Josje, Marcel, Bill
and Rosie, blunder into all kind of
crazy and outrageous situations.
Produced by Studio 100
Production year: 2011
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Halfway across the
Galaxy and Turn Left
28 x 25'

This series is a combination of science
fiction, adventure, comedy and a
romantic fairy tale, which is a lot of fun
for the whole family!
On the icy planet Zyrgon, parents are
the troublemakers, while their kids try
to organise the family. Well, actually
this sounds pretty familiar to most
children down here on Earth… But for
Zyrgon kids X and Qwark, everything
seems to go wrong. The whole family
is banned from the planet after their
childish father fixes the state lottery for
the 27th time. While escaping in a
spacecraft, their only directions are to
go “halfway across the galaxy and
turn left” which of course, leads them
precisely to the primitive planet
Earth…
Produced by Crawford Productions
and Eaton Films
Production years: 1991–1992

Spring
Live Action

The Flying Classroom

Benjamin Dove
52 x 12'

6 – 12

Live Action

1 x 85'

Family

Spring is about a group of teenage
friends, four boys and four girls, who
are learning to stand on their own two
feet. It’s about discovering love and
making friendships, about looking
forward to adult life with confidence,
and finding out little by little about the
real world. This series is set in a dance
studio, where the boys practice with
their rock band, called Spring, and the
girls take dance lessons.

Benjamin and his friends decide there
is far more to being a knight than just
owning a horse or wearing shining
armour! They found a secret order
and swear to live by the rules of the
legendary knights. When the house
next door mysteriously goes up in
flames, the group is put to its first test.
Just as in the Middle Ages, Benjamin
and his loyal friends set out to bravely
solve the mystery...

Produced by Studio 100

Produced by NDF and Baldur Films

Production year: 2002

Production year: 1995

Family
Fly back to your days in the classroom
with this charming adaptation of Erich
Kaestner’s world famous book.
The boys from two neighbouring
schools have been rivals for years,
and a decisive battle looks like it’s
unavoidable. Still, some of the boys
are worried that fighting might cause
a conflict with their favourite teacher.
If only there was some way to settle
things without losing their teacher’s
respect and friendship…
Produced by Carlton Film Company,
Seven Network (Operations)
Production year: 1954
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If you thought that being a knight was
a profession reserved for the Middle
Ages, wait until you’ve met Benjamin
and his band of brave friends.

1 x 90'

Live Action

A group of teenagers who share their
passion for dance and music now
have to deal with first love and
friendship.

Live Action

Emil and the Detectives
Live Action

1 x 75' + 1 x 90'

Family

Live Action

1931: 1 x 75'
1954: 1 x 90'

Studio 100
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Hollywood legend Billy Wilder
adapted “Emil and the Detectives” for
screen and the result is one of the best
features for children ever made.
Finally, it’s the summer holidays! Emil is
on his way to visit his grandmother in
Berlin, but on the train his money is
stolen by a bizarre stranger. Emil
despairs, but as soon as he arrives he
runs into Gustav, the head of a gang
of street kids. Along with Gustav’s
gang, Emil begins a well organized
hunt for the strange pickpocket. More
and more children join the thrilling
search through the streets of Berlin,
before they finally manage to track
down the thief.
Produced by UFA
Production year: 1931
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Art Alive
Live Action

White Fang
100 x 4'

3–5
Season 1: 50 x 4'
Season 2: 20 x 4'
Season 3: 10 x 4'
Season 4: 20 x 4'
This exciting preschool concept turns
young children’s imagination into
reality!

Live Action

32 x 25'

Family
On the edge of the wilderness a
magnificent wolf meets his best friend!
A modern adaptation of the classic,
best-selling novel by world-famous
author Jack London.

All over the world children use
crayons, pencils, paints, paper and all
sorts of objects they find, to express
their imagination in their own world of
make believe. Now, Art Alive takes this
creativity and brings it to life! In each
four-minute episode, a child artist and
his or her “live” creations interact to
build a story of discovery, friendship
and imagination.

The Scott family decides to move from
the city back to their ancestral ranch
on the edge of the wilderness. There,
against the backdrop of the
breathtaking Rocky Mountains, is the
start of the story of a friendship
between a magnificent half-wolf,
half-husky named White Fang, and
17-year-old Matt, who rescues and
transforms the animal into an amazing
dog capable of the most
uncompromising loyalty and utmost
bravery.

Produced by Flying Bark Productions

Produced by Atlantis Films

Production years: 2003–2005

Production years: 1992–1993

The famous Jett Jackson
Live Action

62 x 30'

8 – 16

Mowgli
Live Action

The Olden Days Coat
26 x 30'

8 – 14

Live Action

1 x 30'

Family
This charming and magical story
reminds us all of the true gift of
Christmas.

Winner of the US Parent’s Choice
Award, this clever show about a
teenage secret agent on a fictional TV
show-within-a-show is truly
entertaining.

Street smart New Yorker Nahbiri enters
Mowgli’s animal friendly world where
together they embark on a journey of
self discovery and amazing jungle
adventures!

Sal is looking forward to Christmas, but
not to spending it at her Grand
mother’s house. Bored and unhappy
she decides to explore her Granny’s
attic. Putting on an old coat she finds
there, Sal is transported back in time…

If you’re a teenage James Bond more
famous than The Beatles, life can get
a little hectic! Jett Jackson just can’t
escape his super-spy TV alias or those
crazy capers from the show that just
always seem to spill-over into his real
life… With guest appearances from
Britney Spears and Usher.

Produced by Alliance Atlantis
Production year: 1998

Produced by Alliance Atlantis
Production year: 1981

Produced by Alliance Atlantis
Production years: 1998–2000
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The new adventures of the Jungle
Book, based on the works of Rudyard
Kipling.

Live Action

Season 1: 13 x 30'
Season 2: 26 x 30'
Season 3: 26 x 30'

In a Heartbeat
Live Action

Maniac Mansion
21 x 30'

Live Action

10 – 19

Studio 100
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A live action drama series inspired by
the courage and commitment of
volunteer Emergency Medical
Services squads staffed by highschool students.
Tyler,Val, Hank & Jamie are spirited
teens, whose busy lives also include
regular shift work as EMTs (Emergency
Medical Technicians). Conflict,
compassion, and humour all play a
part as the team attempts to balance
the daily demands of family, friends,
and school with the rigors of lifesaving
emergencies.
Produced by Alliance Atlantis
Production year: 2000
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Live Action

My best Friend is
an Alien
66 x 30'

8 – 16
Season 1: 22 x 30'
Season 2: 22 x 30'
Season 3: 22 x 30'
A half-hour comedy series about the
excitable and eccentric Edison family.
This madcap series challenges the
imagination and guarantees belly
laughs. If you think your neighbours
are different, wait until you meet the
Edisons! Based on the original
computer game by Lucasfilm Games.

Live Action

44 x 30'

8 – 14
Season 1: 22 x 30'
Season 2: 22 x 30'
The perks and difficulties of having an
alien as a best friend.
School is a pretty weird place at the
best of times, but when your closest
friend is an alien… His skin is purple, his
hair is blue and there’s a big antenna
sticking out of the top of his head. His
name is Pleskit and he farts when he’s
happy and floats up in the air when
he’s sad.

Produced by Atlantis Films Ltd.,
The Family Channel, Lucasfilm Ltd. Television

Produced by Alliance Atlantis

Production years: 1990–1992

Production year: 1999

Zoo Family
Live Action

A Child’s Christmas
in Wales
26 x 24'

Family

Live Action

1 x 55'

Family

A dream comes true for Nick and
Susie, when their father, vet Dr. David
Mitchell, gets a new job at Melbourne
Zoo, and the whole family relocates to
live on site with the animals. The
youngsters make friends with all
different kinds of animals, no matter if
they’re harmless birds or scary lions.
Completely filmed on location at the
Royal Melbourne Zoo, this series
provides a fascinating look behind the
scenes of one of the most exciting
zoos in the world. You’ve never been
this close to daily life in a zoo!

This tale of enchantment is inspired by
the classic poem from Dylan Thomas.
Academy Award nominee Denholm
Elliott stars as Geraint, who recreates
the nostalgia and magic of a family
Christmas for his Grandson Thomas.
Produced by WTTW/Chicago,

13 x 30'

8 – 14
“My Life as a Dog” is a contemporary
television drama series, about coming
of age and gaining wisdom.
Take lonely Eric Johansson –
abandoned by his parents and raised
by strangers in the small fishing village
of Gimli – add a cast of quirky town
folk, stir in a scruffy dog, and you have
a heart-warming series bringing to life
the thought-provoking yet upbeat
humour of the acclaimed novel “My
life as a Dog”.

Atlantis Film Limited, Cypress Films Inc.
Production year: 1980

Produced by Alliance Atlantis
Production year: 1996

Produced by Cori, Crawford Productions
Production years: 1985–1986
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A adaptation of Dylan Thomas’
Christmas classic prose poem,
directed by Academy Award-winner
Don McBrearty.

Live Action

Live Action

Cheerful animal stories and sparkling
comedy make the adventures of the
Zoo Family a television delight for both
young and old.

My Life as a Dog

Flour Babies
Live Action

All That Glitters…
1 x 60'

Live Action

10 – 19
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Live Action

Camp Wilderness
1 x 60'

Kids 13+

A CBS Schoolbreak Special, based on
a true story of an experimental high
school parenting class.a

A special feature from the “After
School” series starring Marc Prize from
“Family Ties”.

Teenagers, Carrie and Don take part
in a school project that changes their
lives and forces the couple to
confront the responsibility that goes
hand in hand with their maturing
relationship.

A friendship is tested to the limit when
Ben discovers that his best friend Chris
is stealing money from their charitable
cookie company… With greed comes
consequence and someone is going
to pay!

Produced by Sunbow Entertainment

Produced by Sunbow Entertainment

Production year: 1989

Production year: 1989

Live Action

78 x 24'

10 – 13
Gather around the campfire and listen
to the adventures of a group of
teenagers who come to grips with
untamed nature.
Come and visit Camp Wilderness and
join a group of fun-loving teenagers to
discover the adventure, excitement,
danger and beauty of untamed
nature! On the trail of North America’s
early settlers, they meet wild animals,
hunt for lost treasures and learn about
the spirit and mystery of the ancient
Indian culture.
Produced by Montani Entertainment
Production years: 1974–1979
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Pet Clips
Live Action

Baby It’s You
78 x 3’

3–6
Pet Clips deals with information worth
knowing about pets in an entertaining
way.

3 x 30'

Family
Wonderfully entertaining program for
infants and young toddlers.
This amazing docu-style mini-series
provides a fascinating insight into our
formative years and makes for
compulsive family viewing. Watch the
surprisingly advanced communication
between babies and their
surroundings and how much about
the world they seem to ‘know’ from
the moment they are born.

Live Action

83
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All around the world people of all
ages love pets like dogs, cats, birds
and so on. But often especially kids
don’t know how to fit the needs of
their animal friends and how to treat
them right. Pet Clips tells us funny and
exciting tales from the perspective of
our little companions and explains for
example why escaped birds can’t
find their way back while dogs are
able to return to their homes even if
they’re hundreds of kilometers away
from them.

Live Action

Produced by Sunbow Entertainment
Production year: 1997

Produced by Penta TV
Production years: 1992–1995
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Copyrights

SeaBelievers
© SeaBabies, Inc.

Heidi
© Studio 100 Animation / Heidi Productions TM Studio 100

FriendZSpace
© FriendZSpace

K3 (Animation)
© Studio 100 Animation – Studio 100 – Toon Factory

100% Wolf
© 2020 Flying Bark Productions Pty Ltd and Screen Australia

Miffy’s Adventures. Big and Small.
© Mercis bv.

Mia and me
© 2019 Hahn & m4e Productions. All Rights Reserved.

House of Anubis (US)
© Viacom International Inc and Studio 100 NV

Arthur and the Minimoys
© 2017 Europacorp Television / Studio 100 Animation / New Trails / RTBF

Ghost Rockers
© & ® Studio 100

The wild Adventures of Blinky Bill
© 2016 Flying Bark Productions Pty Ltd, Telegael Teoranta, Giant Wheel
Animation Limited, All Rights Reserved.

Kosmoo
© & ® Studio 100

Wissper
© 2019 Wissper Ltd.
Tip the Mouse
© 2019 m4e – Studio Bozzetto & Co. – Giunti Editore –
Studio Campedelli – RaiFiction. All Rights Reserved.
Nils Holgersson
© Studio 100 Animation/ Studio 100 NV. In co-production with
Bayerischer Rundfunk.
Maya the Bee
© Studio 100 Animation
Vic the Viking
© Studio 100 Animation / ASE Studios TM Studio 100
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The Night Watch
© & ® Studio 100
Hotel 13
© Studio 100 and Viacom International Inc.
Pippi Longstocking
© Svensk Filmindustri and Studio 100 Media
Bumba
© & ® Studio 100
Big & Small
© Kindle Entertainment Limited 2008
Galaxy Park
© & ® Studio 100
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